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Aluminum oxide (alumina) is becoming an increasingly important material in
high performance electronics. It is the insulator in magnetic tunnel junctions used
for MRAM and may allow for the fabrication of solid state qubits based on Joseph-
son junctions. In this thesis I have used ballistic electron emission microscopy
(BEEM) to study the physical and electronic structure of alumina.
BEEM’s high spatial resolution ( ∼ 1 nm) was exploited to study the alumina
surface where clusters of chemisorbed oxygen were observed. The overall behavior
of these clusters helped piece together the electronic structure of the material, in
addition to the oxidation process itself.
While the data from the oxide surface studies can be interpreted under the
standard set of assumptions people generally impose on BEEM (i.e. no scattering)
the data obtained when the oxide is buried cannot. In the latter case the signal
levels are too low to ignore scattering.
Before the spectra of buried oxide ﬁlms could be interpreted, scattering needed
to be understood. Scattering in BEEM is nothing new. Kaiser and Bell (BEEM’s
inventors) did the experiment nearly a decade ago when they injected holes into
a Au base and collected electrons with n-type Si. The essential physics behind
the scattering process was properly described in their work. However, ﬁts to data
using their theory failed at electron energies above 1.3 eV. By properly accounting
for the density of tunneling states, the Kaiser-Bell approach can be modiﬁed to
correctly describe the data at higher electron energies.
Once simple systems could be reliably ﬁt, scattering BEEM could be used tostudy alumina. In the case of hole injection, a higher turn on voltage (relative to
Au on Si) is observed which is described by an inelastic scattering process. In the
case of electron injection, the same scattering is present and is observed because
the alumina attenuates the otherwise dominant unscattered signal.
Scattering also eﬀects spin transport. As scattering increases, the polarization
of a ballistic electron beam becomes diluted. This is observed as the fading of
contrast in magnetic images as alumina forms between two ferromagnetic layers.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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xiCHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In the world of oxides there is only one king, silicon oxide. It is the material
responsible for the success of silicon in the electronics industry. It hangs from the
walls of European cathedrals and lines the canyons of Manhattan. No single oxide
eﬀects both science and civilization as profoundly as silicon oxide. However, as
electronic devices evolve in the twenty ﬁrst century, a second oxide is emerging as
the clear runner up. As lower power circuits require higher and higher resistances,
aluminum oxide (Al203) is coming into its own in the device community. It is
the insulator of choice for magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) and superconducting
Josephson junctions (JJ). Additionally, as silicon technology pushes below the
70nm node, gate oxides will approach 1nm where tunneling can result in leakage
currents that are unacceptable. To counter this, higher K dielectrics like aluminum
oxide are being considered as replacements [1, 2]. In addition to the promising
electrical properties of this material, aluminum oxide is easily grown by depositing
metallic aluminum and exposing it to oxygen. This allows for the incorporation of
aluminum oxide into industrial process lines where throughput is paramount.
All of these modern applications of aluminum oxide require detailed knowledge
of its structural and electronic properties. While pure sapphire, or α aluminum
oxide is known to be an ideal insulator in the bulk with a band gap greater than 8
eV, the electronic structure of amorphous Al203 is the subject of intense research.
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It is well known that Al203 is amorphous when formed by thermal oxidation of
thin (< 1nm) deposited aluminum. Since this is the process which is most appeal-
ing to device manufacturers, it is important to understand the detailed electronic
structure of amorphous Al203 to determine how or if it can be controlled.
1.2 Types of aluminum oxide
There are over twenty-ﬁve known forms of aluminum oxide and hydrated aluminum
oxide compounds that have been reported. There are also many naming conven-
tions that are used when referring to aluminum oxide. Alumina is a common term
that is often used with reference to aluminum oxide or aluminum oxide compounds.
Some reserve it strictly for sapphire, while others apply it more liberally to include
all forms of Al203 as well as hydrated aluminum oxide and compounds that form
with aluminum oxide. In this text the term alumina will refer to aluminum oxides
with the chemical formula Al203, both crystalline and amorphous. The next few
sections will discuss some of the more common or relevant forms of aluminum ox-
ide. Originally, the Greek letter system in naming aluminum oxide was designed
to correspond to the relative abundance found in nature[3]. α-alumina being the
most abundant, β the next and so on.
1.2.1 Alpha
The most abundant and stable form of alumina is known as α-alumina or corun-
dum. While corundum is never considered a gemstone, the two forms of corundum
are. Sapphire is undoped corundum and ruby is corundum doped with chromium.
Besides being valuable as gems, the two are also important to the laser and optics
community. The discussion of α alumina in this text will stick strictly to sapphire.
Sapphire has rhombohedral crystal structure with ﬁfteen atoms per primitive3
Oxygen
Aluminum
~1nm
a
b
Figure 1.1: The crystal structure of corundum (sapphire). The bonds between
aluminum and oxygen are shown in (a). Alumina can also be represented as a
hexagonal close packed structure (hcp) as shown in part (b). The dashed line
indicates a hexagonal plane.4
unit cell (three groups of Al203). Each aluminum atom is bonded to six oxygen
atoms and each oxygen atom is bonded to four aluminum atoms. Half of the
bonds are 1.86 ˚ A long and the other half are 1.96 ˚ A long [4]. Figure 1.1 (adapted
from ref.[5]1) shows the unit cell (a) and the O-AL bonds. The crystal can also be
described as hexagonal close packed (hcp). Figure 1.1(b) shows approximately 13 ˚ A
of oxide using the same unit cell with a dashed line to indicate the orientation of the
hexagonal planes. The short, strong bond lengths make it very hard, second only
to diamond in naturally occurring minerals. Sapphire is therefore an important
material to the ceramics industry, as well as to the others mentioned before.
Optically, sapphire is transparent, so therefore must have a band gap much
greater than the energy of visible light. Figure 1.2a shows the band structure of
sapphire as calculated by Godin [4] using a tight binding model. Figure 1.2b shows
the calculated density of states (DOS) using the same formalism and shows a direct
band gap of 8.8 eV.
These calculated results agree well with the calculations of Batra [6] and the
experimental results from ultraviolet (UV) absorption [7]. Many experimental
results however, show structure in the gap of sapphire. This can certainly be
attributed to defects in the crystal, but as Guo et al.[8], Gignac et al. [9] and
Godin[4] have shown, surface states can exist inside the bulk gap. These can
be seen when measuring the electronic properties of sapphire. In electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurements by M.J. Plisch [10], sub-gap structure is
observed in both the amorphous alumina as well as sapphire. However it is unclear
what the exact nature of these states are. It is possible that they are due to a
reduced density of extended states as compared to the conduction band, entirely
due to surface states, or localized states in the sapphire due to defects. As will be
13D graphics were generated at the Naval Research Lab’s Crystal Structure Database
http://cst-www.nrl.navy.mil/lattice/index.html using the data from reference [5]5
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b
Figure 1.2: The band structure (a) and the DOS (b) of sapphire as calculated by
Godin [4] using a tight binding model.6
discussed later in the case of γ-alumina, introducing defects lowers the calculated
band gap by a few eV, however there are still clearly observed sub-gap states.
Regardless of the exact nature of the states that exist within the gap, alumina
in all of its forms are fantastic insulators. Measurements of bulk sapphire yield a
dielectric constant of 12.3 and a resistivity of 1 × 1011Ω·cm at 5000C [3]
As will be discussed later, the perfect crystalline insulator known as sapphire
is not what forms when deposited aluminum ﬁlms are thermally oxidized. It is
important however, to understand these ideal properties because it is these bulk
properties that make this material promising for applications in device electronics.
As with all materials it is believed that as thin oxides can be made purer and
purer, the electrical properties will begin to approach the bulk values.
1.2.2 Beta
β - alumina refers to compounds of aluminum oxide with alkaline oxides. Exam-
ples include K2O ·11Al2O3 and Na2O ·11 Al2O3 [3]. Since β - alumina contains
elements other than aluminum and oxygen, it is not really true alumina by the
deﬁnition used in this text. It is reasonable to assume that there are no alkaline
contaminants in the alumina used in devices since all thin ﬁlms are grown in ultra
high vacuum (UHV) conditions which will be discussed later. β - alumina is only
worth mentioning here because of it’s abundance and therefore importance to the
ceramic and aluminum reﬁning communities.
1.2.3 Gamma
With the exception of alpha and amorphous alumina, γ - alumina is the only other
ﬂavor of aluminum oxide which has received signiﬁcant attention by physicists.
γ - alumina contains the same ratio of Al to O atoms as α - alumina but has
a tetragonal structure where there are 8 cation vacancies for every 160 atoms7
[11]. The chemical formula is typically written as ￿2 2/3Al21 1/3032 where the ￿
represents a vacancy. Samples of γ - alumina can be formed by reactive sputtering,
anodic oxidation, electron bombardment of alumina powder or by the thermal
oxidation of aluminum foil in air followed by a 873 K anneal for 24 hours [12]. The
ﬁrst of these methods is of interest to the device community since it is possible
to deposit thin ﬁlms of alumina with this method. The γ phase is meta-stable
and upon heating will eventually form the thermodynamically stable α phase [13].
Because the γ to α transition needs heat and/or pressure to occur at a measurable
rate, the properties of γ alumina are important to understand as typical thin ﬁlm
deposition methods will undoubtedly produce alumina with defects.
Perhaps the most important eﬀect of the vacancies is a reduction of the band
gap from 8.8eV to under 5 eV . Figure 1.3a shows xray photoemission spectroscopy
(XPS) and DOS calculations for γ-alumina [11].
The substantial reduction in the gap is shown in Figure 1.3b. Here the results
from ﬁgure 1.2b (thick line) are overlayed on the results shown in ﬁgure 1.3a for
the γ-alumina with two tetragonal (tt) vacancies (thin line). Calculations of the
γ-alumina DOS are more varied than those for α-alumina. Gutierrez et al. [11]
report a gap of 4 eV but admit that their density functional technique (DFT)
calculations underestimate the gap, the same technique resulted in a gap of 6.3
eV for α-alumina. Similarly, using a local approximation density functional theory
(LDA) Mo et al. [14] report a gap of 5.13 eV and 6.29 eV for γ and α phase
respectively. The only experimental results that have been reported are EELS
measurements by Ealet et al. [12]. While a measured gap of 8.7 eV is claimed,
there is obvious structure inside the gap. The authors attribute this to surface
states but there is little evidence to substantiate that claim over other possible
sub gap states or even a reduced gap itself. While the exact reduction of the gap8
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Figure 1.3: (a) XPS measurements and calculated DOS for γ-alumina obtained
from reference [11]. (b) A comparison of the calculated band gap for γ-alumina
(thin line) from (a) and α-alumina (thick line). The α-alumina data was taken
from ﬁgure 1.2b. The reduction in the gap from almost 9 eV to 5 eV is due to the
increased disorder (vacancies) of the γ-alumina.9
might not be clear, one thing the calculations clearly show is that introduction of
vacancies results in a smaller band gap. The fundamental result is that as more
defects are introduced into the system, alumina becomes a less ideal insulator.
1.2.4 Amorphous
The pinnacle of disorder in a system is when the structure is amorphous. In
amorphous alumina (a-alumina) the Al203 stoichiometry still exists, but there is
no long range crystal structure. The lack of long range order makes it very diﬃcult
to calculate band structure. As of this writing no theoretical papers exist that
attempt to calculate the band structure of a-alumina. This lack of theoretical work
on a-alumina makes it an unappealing system to study but in this case nature gives
us no choice. It is well established that ultra-thin (< 1nm) alumina barriers are
amorphous. Using both XPS and high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HREM) Snijders et al. [15] demonstrated that ﬁlms oxidized at room temperature
were predominately amorphous, regardless of thickness. An increasing percentage
of γ phase was observed with increasing oxidation temperature. After prolonged
oxidation at 773 K the ﬁlms eventually became crystalline (γ-alumina), however
in all cases the ﬁrst nm of oxide was always amorphous. Jeurgens et al. [16] from
the same group as Snijders at Delft used thermodynamic arguments to explain
why the thin junctions are more stable in the amorphous phase. Their analysis
showed that the amorphous metallic interface is lower in energy than a crystalline
metallic interface. In bulk alumina, however, the crystalline phase is lower in
energy which means that a critical thickness exists below which the amorphous
phase dominates. This thickness ranged from .5 nm to 4 nm depending on the
orientation of the underlying metallic ﬁlm.
The room temperature thermal oxidation of aluminum is a self limiting process,
where the oxide creates a shield as it forms. The self limiting occurs between 1.510
- 2 nm [17]. This is well within the thickness range where amorphous structure
dominates, so any oxides formed by this process will be amorphous regardless of
how thick the initial aluminum ﬁlm was. On the other extreme, about .5 nm of
deposited aluminum to is needed to form a spatially complete barrier [18]. This
places a very small window on the range of oxide thicknesses that can be stud-
ied using room temperature thermal oxidation, all of which will have amorphous
structure. It is oxides in the .5nm to 1.5 nm range that are used in technologi-
cally relevant MTJs and therefore are the subject of most current tunnel junction
research eﬀorts [19]. This thesis will also be restricted to amorphous oxides in the
aforementioned thickness range. Through both BEEM measurements performed
here at Cornell, and other data taken from the literature the electronic properties
of amorphous alumina will begin to emerge.
1.3 Aluminum oxide in electronics
1.3.1 Magnetic tunnel junctions
By the fall of 2003, alumina tunnel junctions have shown promise in device electron-
ics as the barrier material in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs). IBM, Motorola
and Seagate have all placed intense research eﬀorts into MTJ systems.
Figure 1.4a shows a cross sectional schematic of a simple ferromagnet - insulator
- ferromagnet MTJ. A typical four point measurement setup of the same MTJ is
shown in ﬁgure 1.4b. In a MTJ spin polarized electrons tunnel through the oxide
from one ferromagnetic electrode to another. The rate of tunneling, and hence
the measured resistance of the MTJ depends on the relative alignment of the
two ferromagnets. If the two magnetizations are aligned, the device is in a low
resistance state. If the two magnetizations are anti-parallel, the result is a high
resistance state. In practical devices, one ferromagnet is usually pinned with an11
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Figure 1.4: A typical cross section (a) of a MTJ and that same tunnel junction in a
simple four point measurement setup(b). Typical resistance vs. applied ﬁeld curves
for a tunnel junction patterned into a 2 x 1 µm ellipse. When the magnetizations
of the two layers are parallel, the device will be in its lowest resistance state. When
the magnetizations are anti-parallel the device will have its highest resistance. Data
Courtesy of G.D. Fuchs12
antiferromagnet and the other ferromagnet is free to switch magnetization. Figure
1.4c shows the resistance versus applied magnetic ﬁeld (R vs. H) curve for a typical
MTJ with a ﬁxed bottom layer and a free top layer. The solid black line shows the
resistance as the ﬁeld is swept from negative 1kOe to positive 1kOe, the dashed line
shows the scan in the opposite direction. Initially the device is in an aligned, low
resistance state. As the ﬁeld is swept past 0 and into positive applied ﬁeld, the free
layer switches while the ﬁxed layer remains. The device is now anti-aligned and
in a high resistance state. Eventually as the external ﬁeld overcomes the exchange
biasing from the anti-ferromagnet, both layers are switched, the device is aligned
and the resistance is low again.
Typically in applications the ﬁxed layer will always remain with one magne-
tization and the free layer will switch, this will provide the necessary two states,
ultimately a binary 1 or 0. One measure of a MTJ that is always important is the
relative diﬀerence in signal level between the two states or ∆R
R where R = Rhigh
is the highest (mis-aligned) device resistance and ∆R = Rhigh − Rlow where Rlow
is the lowest (aligned) device resistance. The example in ﬁgure 1.4c has a ∆R
R of
about 14%. The greater the ∆R the easier it will be to determine which of the
two states the device is in.
Each speciﬁc device will have its own requirements on the performance of the
MTJ. For example, Seagate has been developing MTJs as hard drive read heads. In
this application the free layer is designed to switch, and thus the device resistance,
as the hard drive media it is reading exerts a magnetic ﬁeld of alternating orien-
tation on the free layer. Essentially the MTJ is acting as a binary magnetic ﬁeld
sensor. Their requirement is that the total resistance of the junction is relatively
low (∼ 50 Ω) and an area less than 1µm2[19]. This means that the resistance area
product (RA) should be around 50Ω · µm2. The RA product is a useful property13
of a MTJ because it allows one to predict the total resistance of a MTJ which has
identical material thicknesses, but a diﬀerent area. The RA product is dominated
by the electronic structure of the barrier material, which is one of the reasons why
the electronic properties of alumina are of great interest.
IBM and Motorola are pursuing MTJs for a diﬀerent reason. Their goal is to
build magnetic random access memory (MRAM). The goal of MRAM is to create
fast, non-volatile memory. A MTJ lends itself nicely to non-volatile memory be-
cause the state of the device is stored in the magnetic moment of the free layer.
Hence, when the power to the device is turned oﬀ, the state of the device remains.
This is in contrast to complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) devices
which require power to retain information. While storage of information is iden-
tical to the way a hard drive stores data, the reading and writing of the data is
completely diﬀerent. Instead of having a read head, write head and spinning me-
dia, MRAM will have each MTJ wired directly to a read and write circuit. Thus,
no moving parts and the potential for fast operation. The requirements on MTJs
for MRAM are that each device have a resistance on the order of 1kΩ. This is to
ensure that the transistors required to read and amplify the MTJ receive a signal
of a few µA [20]when the device is biased with voltages on the order of a few mV.
Another important property is that the MTJs be as small as possible so they can
be packed together with the greatest possible storage density. Once again it is
important to understand properties like ∆R
R and the RA product so useful devices
can be designed and produced.
Each part of a MTJ, such as the magnetic switching or the anti-ferromagnetic
exchange biasing, is an area of research for scientists and engineers. In this thesis
the thrust will be to understand the electrical properties of the alumina tunnel
barrier.14
1.3.2 Superconducting Josephson junctions
In addition to its success in MTJs, alumina is also the insulator of choice for
superconducting Josephson junctions (JJ). Because of their ability to perform at
THz switching speeds, JJ have shown promise in high speed memory [21] and
computation applications[22]. Despite the very desirable operational speeds, JJ
have yet to be incorporated into widespread high performance electronics. Due in
part to it’s own limitations but also because of how successful silicon has been,
both functionally and economically.
There is one emerging technological application that may ﬁnally place JJ at
the top of the device electronics world. The computational speed that could be
achieved with a functioning quantum computer is mind boggling and has caught
the attention of private industry, academics and government agencies. A com-
prehensive review of quantum computing is beyond the scope of this (or perhaps
anyone’s) thesis, but it is important to know that the fundamental component of
the quantum computer is the quantum bit or qubit. While conventional computa-
tion requires bits with two states, corresponding to a 1 and 0 like the MTJ example
above, qubits also have two basis states but are allowed to exist in any superposi-
tion of these two states. Many techniques and systems, such as nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) of ﬂuid cells [23]or the trapping of atoms with lasers[24], have
been used to make elaborate qubits (for a concise review see ref. [25]). In order to
produce a real computational machine, the elaborate systems must be forgotten
and a scalable, solid state system must be realized.
Josephson junctions lend themselves nicely to qubits. They are solid state
devices which can be patterned in parallel and can exhibit robust quantum me-
chanical behavior. A very complete review of JJ in quantum computation was
written by Makhlin et al. [26]. The two basic conﬁgurations of JJ as qubits is15
shown in Figure 1.5. Figure 1.5a shows an example of a charge-based JJ qubit.
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Figure 1.5: Examples of two superconducting qubit geometries, the charged based
JJ qubit (a) and the ﬂux based JJ qubit (b).
In this circuit the top superconducting lead can be thought of as a reservoir of
Cooper pairs which are allowed to tunnel into the island (bottom electrode). By
properly tuning the gate voltage Vg to balance out the equilibrium charge on the
island, an energy situation can be created where 1/2 extra cooper pair is an energy
maximum, and 0 and 1 extra cooper pair are the energy minimums or basis states.
The amount of charge on the island is then always measured to be a superposition
of the 0 or 1 extra cooper pair energy levels.
Figure 1.5b shows a simple example of a ﬂux JJ qubit. The phase diﬀerence (ϕ)
across the smaller (SQUID) loop is related to the ﬂux φ2 through the big loop. The
energy of the system is related to the phase where the minimum energy is when ϕ
is 0 and the maximum energy is when ϕ is π. The ﬂux through the smaller loop
φ1 allows for the tuning of the equilibrium energy. Thus the double well potential
(two state system) can be centered around an arbitrary value.
In both cases the Josephson tunneling which is critical to the performance of16
the device is governed by both the superconducting phenomena and the electrical
properties of the oxide. It is therefore essential to understand properties like the
barrier height, distribution of channels and continuity in space.
1.3.3 High K dielectrics
The idea behind using higher K dielectrics in silicon technology is simple. The
capacitance of a simple parallel plate system containing a dielectric is written as
C = K
A￿0
d where A is the area of the plates, d is the distance between the two
plates, K is the dielectric constant and ￿0 is the permittivity of free space [27].
As technology pushes required device sizes smaller and smaller the area of gate
capacitors must of course decrease. This however changes the capacitance, and to
compensate d must also decrease proportionally to maintain the same electronic
properties of the gate. As device dimensions get smaller than 70nm, the thickness
of the SiO2 becomes less than 1.5nm [1]. With thicknesses this small direct tun-
neling through the gate becomes signiﬁcant and can result is unacceptable leakage
currents. High leakage currents mean devices consume more power than neces-
sary, and therefore a solution must be found. SiO2 typically has a value of K= 3.8.
where thin alumina ﬁlms have a value of K ∼10 depending on the details of the
alumina. This means that for the same area and the same capacitance value, the
distance between the plates can be about 2.5 times larger for the alumina capacitor
than for the silicon oxide capacitor.
Figure 1.6 demonstrates this thickness advantage gained by using alumina.
Since the tunneling current is exponentially dependant upon thickness and de-
creases by about 1 order of magnitude per ˚ A of additional thickness, a big re-
duction in the leakage due to tunneling can, in principle, be obtained by simply
changing dielectric materials.17
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Figure 1.6: The advantage of using alumina as a dielectric (b) is that the same ca-
pacitance can be obtained as a thinner SiO2 based device (a). As high performance
electronics demand the SiO2 thickness to be less than a nm, tunneling becomes a
substantial source of leakage current. The exponential dependence of tunneling on
thickness means the thicker alumina barriers will have substantially less leakage
do to tunneling.
BEEM does not really oﬀer a way to probe the dielectric constants. Nonethe-
less, information we can obtain about the electrical and growth properties of the
material will only help those who are trying to engineer devices using alumina.
1.4 Summary
In order to create useful electronic devices each and every component of that device
must be understood. In the case of MTJs the magnetics and the barrier must
be studied. For JJ, the superconducting phenomena and barrier properties are
equally important, and for high K dielectrics the electrical and growth properties
of alumina are the key pieces. In all cases knowledge about the detailed electrical
and physical properties of alumina are important. In this thesis I will focus on
putting together a picture about those two essential properties of this versatile
material.CHAPTER 2
Experimental Procedures
2.1 Introduction to BEEM
Developed in the late 1980’s by Kaiser and Bell, ballistic electron emission mi-
croscopy (BEEM) is an unmatched tool for probing both the energy and spatial
dependant transport of hot electrons in thin ﬁlms [28]. Figure 2.1a shows a stan-
dard BEEM setup where a conducting ﬁlm is grown over a semiconducting sub-
strate. The excellent (∼ 1nm) spatial resolution is achieved by rastering a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) tip over a conducting (usually multilayer in our sam-
ples) thin ﬁlm in constant tunnel current (It) feedback mode. This produces a
topographic, or STM image. As we will see later, the STM signal is really a convo-
lution of the topography, tip density of states (DOS) and sample DOS. However,
the dominant eﬀect is almost always the topography so the STM image will be
interpreted as a topographic map of the ﬁlm surface unless otherwise noted.
Figure 2.1b shows a one-dimensional energy diagram for BEEM. When the
STM tip bias (Vt) is negative, electrons are injected into the sample. In our exper-
iments the ﬁrst part of the multilayer (base) that is deposited on the semiconductor
(collector) is gold. The gold - semiconductor (either n-type Si or GaAs) interface
forms a Schottky barrier (Φb)which acts as a detector for hot electrons. Only
those injected electrons that satisfy both energy and any applicable momentum
constraints are collected in the substrate and recorded as BEEM or collector cur-
rent (IC). All other tunnel injected electrons are collected in the base as tunnel
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Figure 2.1: (a) The experimental setup for BEEM. Contact is made to the metal
surface (base) to allow feedback for an STM tip operating under constant tunnel
current conditions. When the metal is grown on a semiconducting substrate (col-
lector), the resulting Schottky barrier acts as a hot electron detector. The collector
current (BEEM) can be measured by making ohmic contact to the back of the sub-
strate. The result is the ability to simultaneously acquire two images. The ﬁrst
being the STM or topographic image, the second being a map of ballistic transport
in the ﬁlm. Besides being able to measure transport with spatial resolution, energy
dependence can also be obtained. The one-dimensional energy diagram in shown
in (b). Electrons transport through the base and those which reach the Schottky
barrier with energy > ΦB can be collected. The energy of the ballistic electrons
can easily be set by adjusting the tunnel voltage (Vt). The contacts to the base
and the collector are also shown.20
current It. As we will see in Chapter 3, scattering greatly reduces the the number
of electrons that contribute to IC, therefore the BEEM image will be interpreted
as a spatial map of ballistic electron transport unless otherwise noted. The energy
dependance of Ic can be measured by simply adjusting Vt. Figure 2.2 shows the
energy dependant response of Ic for a simple Au-Si Schottky diode. Here current
begins to ﬂow once the tip bias exceeds the Schottky barrier of this system at 0.8
eV.
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Figure 2.2: Ic vs. Vt for a 130 ˚ A Au on Si(111) ﬁlm. The turn on at 0.8 V is a
direct measure of the Schottky barrier height.
2.1.1 Sample requirements
The Ph.D. thesis of M.K. Weilmeier [29] contains a complete listing of what prop-
erties are important for a good BEEM sample. One worth mentioning with regard
to alumina studies is the zero bias resistance (ZBR) of the sample, which must be
suﬃciently high, > 2GΩ. In order to understand why the ZBR is so important
it is helpful to visualize the sample - measurement circuit as shown in Figure 2.3.
Here the sample is eﬀectively replaced with a capacitor and a resistor (Rs = ZBR).21
A possible source of noise, the eﬀective capacitance can be reduced by reducing
the size of the STM contact area [29]. In our samples it only plays a role when
the tunnel current experiences an eﬀectively high frequency AC signal, such as a
sudden spike. For all samples studied under reasonable acquisition conditions (<1
ms per pixel) the capacitive coupling can be ignored.
x 109 Ic
x 108 It
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Figure 2.3: The equivalent circuit diagram for the BEEM measurement system.
The sample can be thought of as a resistor and a capacitor in parallel placed
between the two pre-amps. The zero bias resistance (ZBR) must be high enough
to prevent an electron reaching point A from leaking back through the sample to
the STM pre-amp.
Rs on the other hand can contribute to the noise of the system for several
reasons. The ﬁrst reason is the Johnson noise contribution of Rs. The Johnson
noise current due to Rs is proportional to 1 √
Rs [30]. For a pixel acquisition rate
of 100 Hz, a 10 fA (typical current values for MTJ samples discussed later)noise
level requires a value of Rs > 100MΩ. A second reason is that while the virtual22
grounds of the STM and BEEM pre-amps should be identical, in reality they will
always be oﬀ by a few µV. This is the case for any real circuit. In order to keep
the current ﬂow between the two pre-amps below that same 10fA, Rs needs to be
greater than 1GΩ. Finally, a very simple argument involving parallel resistors can
be made which requires an even higher Rs. Imagine an electron that is injected into
the substrate and arrives at point ’A’ in Figure 2.3. In order to reach ground, the
electron must choose a path that goes through the BEEM feedback resistor R2 or a
path back through the sample (Rs) and through the STM feedback resistor R1. In
both the microscope built by M.K. Weilmeier and W.H. Rippard (old BEEM)[29]
and the VT400 built by RHK Technologies (new BEEM)R1 and R2 have nominal
values of 100 MΩ and 1GΩ respectively. Ideally we want an electron sitting at
point ’A’ to choose a path through R2 so we can record it as BEEM current. That
means Rs + R1 > R2. The Schottky diodes which are fabricated for use as BEEM
detectors in this thesis typically have Rs values of a few GΩ. This still allows some
current to escape, but insures most of the injected electrons are collected.
Since all of the samples in this thesis were grown on Schottky diodes, it doesn’t
seem that sample ZBR should be a problem. In fact, for our technique it is not,
however other attempts at using BEEM to study alumina have tried to avoid using
the Schottky barrier . A sketch of the BEEM setup used by Kurnosikov et al. [31]is
shown in Figure 2.4a. Here the authors attempted to put the STM pre-amp on the
top lead of a MTJ, and the BEEM pre-amp on the bottom lead. The corresponding
energy diagram in Figure 2.4b shows how this type of measurement should work
in theory. The electrons from the tip are tunnel injected directly into the top lead
the same way they would be injected into the base. Of these injected electrons,
those whose energy is greater than the oxide barrier height Φox can overcome the23
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Figure 2.4: (a) A schematic of the BEEM experiment published by the Eindhoven
group [31]. No Schottky barrier is used so the only resistance between the two
pre-amps is the tunnel junction. The energy diagram (b) suggests that in theory
this setup should yield a direct measurement of the alumina barrier height, Φox.
Experimentally however, the ZBR of such samples is too low and suﬃcient signal
to noise is not possible without unpractically small device areas.24
barrier and be transmitted into the bottom electrode where they can be collected
as BEEM current. Without worrying about practical measurement issues, it seems
that this approach would yield a direct measurement of Φox much the same way
standard BEEM yields a direct measurement of Φb. The major problem with this
approach is that the resistance of thin alumina barriers is far too low. Typical
RA products for thin tunnel junctions, as mentioned before, can range from 100
Ωµm2 to 10 kΩµm2 depending on the thickness of the oxide [19]. In order to
achieve the same 2 GΩ resistances that are required for the diode samples these
tunnel junctions would have to have areas on the order of 5-10 nm2 which would be
impossibly small to fabricate. Of course without the Schottky barrier detector, the
transmitted signal will be higher, but even if the tunnel junction has an average
transmission coeﬃcient of 0.1 (i.e. 100 pA for 1 nA of It, these tunnel junctions
would need resistances on the order of 100 kΩ, or areas less than 0.1µm2. Still too
small a device to practically fabricate and study with an STM.
Despite the resistance and noise issues discussed above, Kurnosikov et al. [31]
still attempted to make these measurements . They evaporated their leads through
shadow masks and did not pattern their devices in any other way. This made
their device resistances very small and noise issues a real problem. In private
communications with one of the authors they did not disclose what their device
resistances were, but did admit to noise being a problem. Two attempts were made
to address the noise issue. One was to scan with an AC signal and use a lock-in to
detect the collector current, and the other was to scan with a high tunnel current,
40nA. The former method introduces capacitance issues discussed above, and the
40 nA of tunnel current is an order of magnitude greater than what most people
would use when doing STM. The very high tunnel current raises the concern of
unwanted tip touches, since the mean tip sample spacing is closer, or damage to25
the oxide because of much higher current densities, about 4 × 106 A/cm2 for It =
40 nA. The images published by Kurnosikov et al. are of poor quality and it is
diﬃcult to determine what is being measured. However, since Kurnosikov and
co workers are the only other group who have attempted studying alumina with
BEEM, their results are the only ones which can be directly compared with the
work presented in this thesis.
Needless to say, because of the experimental problems encountered by trying
to do BEEM directly on an oxide, the Au-Si Schottky diode remains a critical
component of the instrument, even for studying oxides. In this thesis I will only
use samples with Schottky diodes that have a ZBR of 2 GΩ or greater. All other
thin ﬁlms which are to be studied are grown on top of these diodes.
2.1.2 Sample fabrication
All of the sample preparation procedures for Si substrate samples are identical to
those used by both Weilmeier and Rippard [29]. The process for GaAs substrates
parallels the Si process and is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The process begins with a
n-type GaAs wafer which is .36 mm (.015”) thick (Figure 2.5a). Resistivity of these
wafers is around 5 Ω· cm, which is similar to the Si wafers. Two inch diameter
wafers are the most common, but certainly there is no reason to use any particular
diameter. Three inch wafers would be better due to greater die yields than the
two inch variety.
The GaAs wafers are cleaned with a 120 second dip in 10:1 water:ammonium hy-
droxide and then placed in a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
machine where 500 nm of SiO2 is deposited (Figure 2.5b). Photoresist is spun on
the oxide (Figure 2.5c). The exposure is done with the contact aligner using the
same mask as the Si, namely 100 µm × 100 µm devices with 7.056 mm center26
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Figure 2.5: The fabrication procedure for creating sample die from GaAs wafers.
A bare GaAs (a) wafer is covered with 500nm of PECVD SiO2 (b). Photoresist is
spun on the wafer (c) and patterned into 100 µm × 100 µm devices (d). The SiO2
is etched through (e) and the photoresist is lifted oﬀ(f).27
to center spacing. The resist is developed (Figure 2.5d) and the oxide etched in
buﬀered oxide etch (HF, NH4 and water) for 4 min, or until the devices look clear
under the microscope (Figure 2.5e). Ohmic contact on the backside of the wafer is
not done by ion implanting, rather 500 nm of Au is evaporated on the backside of
the wafer (Figure 2.5f). The wafers then go through a hot plate anneal, ramping
to 350 oC in 30 min, then back down at the same rate. The process window is
huge on the last step, all that is required is the Au mixes with the GaAs.
The GaAs die are then ready for metal deposition just like the Si die. Imme-
diately before they are introduced to the chamber the GaAs die are cleaned with
a 1 minute dip in 2:1 water:ammonium hydroxide followed by a 1 minute rinse in
isopropyl alcohol. This standard procedure typically leaves a monolayer of oxide
on the surface.
2.1.3 UHV requirements
All of the experiments in this thesis have been fabricated and measured under
ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions (< 5×10−10) torr. The exception, of course,
is when thin ﬁlms are exposed to a controlled dose of oxygen. Because Ic is so
sensitive to scattering, it is imperative to keep the systems clean to avoid unwanted
oxidation or gas adsorption. This is especially important when we examine highly
reactive surfaces like aluminum which can begin to deteriorate after a few days,
even in UHV. A sample sitting at 5×10−10 Torr experiences a dose of 8 µTorr · sec
every day. This is equivalent to 8 monolayers of gas hitting the surface everyday.
The sticking coeﬃcient of oxygen on aluminum is .016 [32], this means that if the
partial pressure of oxygen is 1
5 the total pressure of 5 × 10−10 Torr, 2 - 3 percent
of the surface becomes covered per day. Of course if the pressures involved are
10 times higher, 20-30 percent of the surface is covered and the sample becomes
unusable very quickly. Samples with generally non-reactive surfaces, like Au, are28
pretty safe. Many of the tunnel junction samples we will talk about are coated
with copper. This provides reasonable sample lifetime with good growth properties
on transition metals.
As a general rule, Cu or Au coated samples remain clean for months. Cobalt
surfaces are usually debris free for one or two weeks. Aluminum samples will begin
showing signs of changes after only a few days, however oxidized surfaces remain
for several weeks since the controlled oxygen exposure is usually many orders of
magnitude greater than the exposure they receive in UHV.
2.2 Capabilities and limitations of BEEM
2.2.1 Sensitivity
Every measurement technique has its strengths and weaknesses. In BEEM, the
deﬁning strength is the spatial resolution with which it can measure transport in
a thin ﬁlm. The details of the momentum distribution, along with its importance,
have been debated since the earliest days of BEEM. The two lines of thought
regarding the electrons which are ultimately collected as Ic are that they either
must be unscattered hot electrons focused to within 6o of normal [28] or that
each interface creates a uniform momentum distribution around the Fermi surface
[33]. In any case, achieving nanometer resolution with in BEEM images is quite
common. This kind of spatial resolution of electron transport is not achievable
with any other technique, especially for buried interfaces. While it is also quite
commonplace for an STM to achieve atomic resolution images (both old BEEM
and new BEEM have done so), atomic resolution has never been observed in BEEM
images.
Besides the unmatched spatial resolution, BEEM has the advantage of only
collecting hot electrons. Because the electrons are tunnel injected into the sample,29
and every layer of the sample, including the substrate, has the same Fermi energy,
the electrons which comprise Ic are truly ballistic. This is in contrast to a tech-
nique like conducting tip atomic force microscopy (AFM) where changing contact
resistance could alter the ratio of ballistic to diﬀuse electrons. The advantage of
a purely ballistic electron distribution is that it is accurate to think of the elec-
trons as free moving through the simple energy diagram of Figure 2.1b. Among
other things this allows for direct measurements of ballistic attenuation lengths
and transmisivities of interfaces [34].
Lastly, the 1010 gain of the BEEM pre-amps allows for Ic detection of 50 fA
while scanning and 1 fA while taking IVs through the use of signal averaging,.
This means the study of ﬁlms with a total ballistic transmission of 5×10−5 for the
former and 1 × 10−6 for the latter is possible when using 1 nA of tunnel current.
This type of sensitivity is extremely important in the study of alumina where the
current levels are typically on the order of tens of fA.
2.2.2 Compatible energy range
One of the great beneﬁts of using the Schottky barrier as the detector in BEEM is,
as mentioned above, the ability to only collect hot electrons. However this comes
at a cost. Because the turn on for a Au-Si Schottky barrier detector is 0.8 eV
(Figure 2.2) BEEM is blind to any features below this energy. That means oxides
with barriers less than 0.8 eV, or DOS eﬀects in metals near the Fermi energy
cannot be measured. In theory it is possible to reduce the Schottky barrier and
still maintain the proper noise requirements by changing Schottky barrier materials
and going to low temperatures, but that will be discussed in the next section. For
room temperature studies, little can be done to study both the spatial and energy
dependance of transport at energies below 0.8 eV. In fact, due to the turn on of the
Au-Si detector, most multilayer systems can only be studied at energies greater30
than 1 eV.
Besides the lower limit set by the Schottky barrier there is a practical upper
limit to the detectable energy range as well. This is less of an issue when studying
practical systems as typical devices usually operate between a few mV to a few
V, however it remains a limitation. The upper limit to the energy range arises
from several sources. One of the common culprits is surface deformation at high
bias. In this case large mounds develop on the surface under the tip if the bias
is too high. These mounds create a situation where the nature of the sample,
especially in multilayers, becomes unknown. Thus, any data taken over these large
defects can’t be accurately interpreted. The large mounds usually act in a way
to reduce Ic, but that is not necessarily the case. For Au coated samples this can
happen at tip biases around 2-2.2 V, Cu coated samples are a little more sturdy
(2.5 V), while Co samples are typically stable when scanned at 3 V although they
deteriorate beyond that. Another artifact of high bias is a rolling oﬀ of Ic. This
generally occurs around the same bias one may start to build mounds. This also
prevents the direct interpretation because it may be unclear what is causing the
eﬀect.
A thorough discussion of these and other high tip bias eﬀects can be found in
chapter 6 of Hans Hallen’s thesis [35] and won’t be duplicated here. However, it
is important to note that the energy band in which BEEM can eﬀectively study
thin ﬁlms at room temperature is between 1 and 3 eV.
2.2.3 Injected distribution
It would be convenient if an STM tip injected all of the electrons with energy eVt,
but that is not the case. Thermal spreading, the exponential voltage dependance
of tunneling, and electric ﬁelds generated at the tip all cause the injected electrons
to have a distribution in energy. Since only those electrons which are greater than31
the Schottky barrier are collected, understanding the energy dependence of the
injected electrons is an important component in calculated BEEM spectra. Figure
2.6. helps illustrate this eﬀect. The Fermi energy of the tip is raised by an energy
eVt above the Fermi energy of the sample when a negative tip bias Vt is applied.
The convention used in this thesis will be to set the Fermi energy of the sample
to 0. Since all the states in the tip below eVt are also occupied, electrons with
energy ε greater than 0 will have some probability fT(ε) of tunneling from the tip
to the sample. It is worth pointing out that electrons with ε < 0 won’t tunnel
from the tip to sample because the states below the Fermi energy of the sample
are occupied. Therefore only electrons with ε > 0 will contribute to the tunneling
current.
There are many theories that can be used to calculate the distribution of tun-
neling electrons. Since the detailed structure of an STM tip is not known, and
probably will never be, one must make assumptions in order to come up with an
algebraic expression for the tunneling distribution. These assumptions are based
on both educated physical guesses as well as the ability to actually do the calcu-
lation. One of the simplest approaches is to assume the tip and the surface are
two inﬁnite planes. This planar model is used by Kaiser and Bell [28] in their cal-
culations. The idea that a very sharp tip might somehow be modelled as a plane
seems ungrounded, however on the scale of atoms, a plateau with a thousand atom
radius is essentially inﬁnite while still macroscopically sharp. The theory used for
calculations in this thesis however is the same as that used by Ludeke and Bauer
[33]. The model, which was originally developed by Lang et al. [36] in the early
days of STM, describes the tip as a plane with a single atom adsorbed on it.
Figure 2.7 shows a cartoon illustrating this model. The rationale behind using32
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Figure 2.6: When the Fermi energy of the tip is raised eVt above the Fermi energy
of the sample (ε = 0), all electrons in the tip with energy greater than 0 will
contribute to the tunneling current with some probability deﬁned by equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.7: The model used by Lang[36] in deriving equation 2.1. The STM tip is
modelled as an inﬁnite plane with a single atom adsorbed on the surface.33
this model is that since tunneling is exponentially dependant on distance, whatever
point is closest to the sample will contribute to the vast majority of the tunnel
current. The general rule of thumb is an order of magnitude reduction in tunnel
current for every angstrom of additional distance. Therefore an atom 2 ˚ A in di-
ameter adsorbed on a plane will contribute 100 times the tunnel current than any
of the atoms that make up the plane itself. While it is just as unlikely to have a
perfect plane, as it is to have a perfect plane with a single atom adsorbed on it,
it is quite likely that the tip will have grains and defects. Whichever atom on a
grain or defect is closest to the sample will contribute to tunneling. Modelling it
as a single atom on a plane makes the mathematics approachable. The ﬁnal form
of this distribution becomes the manageable equation 2.1.
fT(ε) =
beb(ε−eVt)
1 + e
(ε−eVt)
kBT
(2.1)
The energy term (ε − eVt) takes care of our requirement that ε = 0 is the Fermi
energy of the sample. When one uses the Fermi energy of the tip as ε = 0 the term
(ε − eVt) is simply written as ε. The expression in the denominator is simply the
Fermi function and allows for states to be thermally populated at energies higher
than the tip bias. The normalization constant, b, is determined by integrating fT
over all energies. It can also be written as b = |Ln(0.5)|/E1/2. In this form it is
easy to think about what it means physically since E1/2 describes the amount of
energy spreading in the electron distribution. The greater E1/2, the more smeared
out in energy the distribution will be. Figure 2.8a. shows equation 2.1 plotted out
for several values of E1/2 for a tip bias of -2V. An important point to bear in mind
is that the function fT(ε) is properly normalized when integrating over all energies,
however in the case of BEEM we will require a constant tunnel current and the only
allowed energies are ε = 0 to ε = ∞. When E1/2 is small relative to the tip bias, say34
.14eV when Vt = -2V, the distribution is tightly focused and normalization is not
a problem. However when E1/2 approaches the tip bias as is the case for the solid
line in Figure 2.8a (E1/2 = 1eV), ft(ε) is expecting a contribution from electrons
with ε < 0, which are unavailable. Nothing changes in the functionality, however
the distribution must be re-normalized so that a constant number of electrons
is delivered by fT regardless of tip bias and E1/2 values. This can all be done
numerically and the graphs in Figure 2.8a all represent the same total number of
electrons.
Figure 2.8b shows the calculated BEEM IVs using the tip distributions shown
in Figure 2.8a using the Ludeke - Bauer formalism [33]. As one might imagine the
smaller E1/2, the more focused the distribution is at higher energy, and therefore
the higher the collector current. The absolute scale is somewhat arbitrary so a
value of 1 for the highest signal was chosen. Since many factors can contribute
to the size of the signal, no insight into the value of E1/2 can be obtained by
comparing relative signals. The eﬀect of varying E1/2 on the energy dependance
is shown in Figure 2.9. Here all of the curves correspond to the same values of
E1/2 as stated in Figure 2.8 and have been scaled to a value of 1 at -2V. Only the
dashed line (E1/2 = .14eV) shows a measurably diﬀerent energy dependance with
a sharper turn on and an earlier change to a linear response. Fits to data suggest
a value of .28 eV or greater. This was conﬁrmed by Ludeke and Bauer [33] who
have published ﬁts using values for E1/2 of both .28eV and .54eV. Because the
overall magnitude isn’t helpful in determining E1/2 and energy dependence only
gives a lower limit, we can’t really nail down reasonable values with data until the
discussion of scattering BEEM in Chapter 3.35
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Figure 2.8: (a) The eﬀects of increasing E1/2 on the electron population tunneling
from the tip to the sample at Vt = −2V. As E1/2 increases the electron distribution
becomes more smeared out. All of the curves are normalized to contain the same
total number of carriers. (b) The eﬀects changing E1/2 has on the collector current
signal level. The current was normalized so E1/2=0.14 eV had a maximum value
of 1pA. It is possible that by varying E1/2 over a large range, the collector current
can be changed by up to a factor of 2. This suggests that BEEM current can be
tip dependent. The legend in (a) for E1/2 values still applies.36
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Figure 2.9: The eﬀects changing E1/2 has on the collector current energy depen-
dence. The collector currents for each value of E1/2 was normalized to 1. Only the
most focused electron distribution (E1/2=0.14) is measurably diﬀerent. No value
of E1/2 can shift the turn on voltage.
For now it may be useful to compare the Lang [36] formalism to the tunnel-
ing distribution developed by Young [37]. The expression is derived by Taylor
expanding the one dimensional Fowler-Nordheim expression for tunneling from a
tip through vacuum to a metal.
It = I0
e
−2κ(ε−eVt)
eF
1 + e
(ε−eVt)
kBT
(2.2)
κ = .51
p
φ(eV)˚ A
−1 (2.3)
Here I0 is a normalization constant, φ is the work function of the tip, and F
is the electric ﬁeld at the tunneling point in -V/˚ A (e- ejection). For tungsten φ
= 4.7eV. κ whose only physical component is φ describes how far the tip wave
function extends into vacuum. The higher φ, the less the wave function extends37
into vacuum. Comparing the coeﬃcients in the exponents allows us to relate the
electric ﬁeld density to the energy spread E1/2 of Lang’s formula.
E1/2 = .319F (2.4)
For E1/2 in eV, F is in -V/˚ A. This means that typical values for E1/2, .28 to
.54 eV, correspond to ﬁelds of .9 to 1.6 V/˚ A respectively. Fields of this magnitude
are certainly possible at the end of an STM tip. For typical tunneling conditions
an average ﬁeld of a few volts over 6-10 ˚ A is standard, which allows for higher
ﬁelds at the sharp tip. One thing that comes out of this formula which may not be
intuitive is that the sharper the STM tip, the more spread out the energy of the
injected electrons. It would seem then that there is a compromise between having
a tip with good spatial resolution and poor energy resolution and visa versa. In
reality, once E1/2 is greater than .28 eV, additional spreading does not eﬀect the
energy dependence of the signal, so having a sharp tip with good spatial resolution
is not detrimental. Additionally, since the energy dependence is not measurabley
diﬀerent, Figure 2.8b suggests that changes in the tip state could account for
changes in the value of Ic by up to a factor of 2. Of course such tip switches
correspond to changes in the shape of the tip and should therefore be detectable
in the STM image.
2.3 Variable temperature BEEM
2.3.1 The variable temperature advantage
One of the main limitations to Old BEEM is that it only operates at room tem-
perature (RT). For the most part, the relevant systems that are used in devices
must operate at RT and so therefore RT studies of these devices is both useful and
relevant. However there is still an advantage in being able to vary the tempera-38
ture of the sample. Because the Au - Si Schottky barrier degrades after long time
exposure to temperatures above 450 K , there is little to be gained by studying
these systems at higher temperatures. At lower temperatures however, there are
signiﬁcant gains to be made by lowering the temperature of the sample. The most
important aspect of lowering the sample temperature is the ability to use lower
Schottky barriers, and thus extending the energy range that can be studied. The
ZBR (RS(V = 0)) of the Schottky barrier can be written as [29]
RS(V = 0) =
kBe
qΦb
kBT
qAA∗∗T
(2.5)
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Figure 2.10: The Schottky barrier height required to produce samples with a min-
imum ZBR of 2GΩ vs. measurment temperature.
Here q is the electron charge, Φb the Schottky barrier, A is the area of the de-
vice, A∗∗ is the modiﬁed Richardson constant which has a value of 110 A/(cm2K2)39
for Si, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature. Assuming a constant
area of 100 µm x 100 µm, our standard device size and about the limit for how
small we can go before creating a situation where aligning the tip to the sample
is impossible, we can plot the Schottky barrier height which is required as a func-
tion of temperature for a minimum ZBR of 2 GΩ. This plot is shown in Figure
2.10, along with markers as to what metal - Si interface gives that Schottky bar-
rier height. Metal - Si data was taken from Zse [38], except for Ti-Si which came
from reference [39]. The advantage to cooling the sample is clear, readily available
metals can be used to form lower Schottky barriers that would serve to extend the
relevant energy range for BEEM measurements.
Other advantages for cooling the sample come from simply studying systems
at diﬀerent temperatures. The study of magnetics, insulating barrier heights and
attenuation lengths at diﬀerent temperatures can lend insight into the physics of
each of those systems. Additionally, the behavior, both electrically and physically,
of surface adsorbates (Chapter 4) at diﬀerent temperatures can also aid in their
identiﬁcation. Both by measuring diﬀerent properties versus temperature, and by
simply reducing their mobility so deﬁnite areas of the surface can be studied for
longer periods without alteration.
It is worth pointing out here that although it is useful to cool the sample,
there is very little to be gained by cooling the tip. Figure 2.11 demonstrates this
point. In Figure 2.11a the electron distributions for a tip at 300mK and at RT are
plotted. As one would expect the Fermi function limits the population of electrons
at energies higher than eVt. The 300 mK tip has a sharply focused distribution
with an exponential tail. Conversely the tip at RT shows a more rounded peak
with electrons populating energies above eVt. E1/2 = .28eV for both tips. It would
seem that the very sharp peak in the cooler sample would produce sharper IVs,40
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Figure 2.11: The eﬀects of temperature on the tunneling distribution (a) and the Ic
vs. Vt curves(b) corresponding to the tunnel distributions in (a). Since the major
features of the tunnel distribution are determined by energy, not temperature,
there is no improvement in the energy resolution of BEEM by operating at lower
temperatures.41
however Figure 2.10b shows that the temperature of the tip is irrelevant to the
collected BEEM signal.
2.3.2 The two system advantage
The obvious advantages to having a variable temperature (VT) system made the
decision to obtain one easy. Because old BEEM would have been impossible to
retro-ﬁt with a cryo system, and it would be imprudent to alter a well functioning
instrument anyway, by the fall of 2000 the decision was made to add an additional
BEEM instrument to the laboratory in D7 Clark. Once the funding was secured,
the decision had to made between purchasing a system or making a new one from
scratch. Building a system was not considered a primary option since old BEEM
took years to complete. Certainly we could have learned from previous experiences
but implementing the VT would have required a lot more engineering than simply
duplicating old BEEM. If a suitable VT system could be purchased that would be
the desired route. In the fall of 2000 no company made VT BEEM systems. Only
two companies, Omicron and RHK Technologies, made VT UHV STM systems.
Since BEEM is an extension of a STM, it seemed possible to have the appropriate
BEEM electronics outﬁtted to the existing STM platforms. Omicron could deliver
an STM/BEEM system but would not yield on two important design requirements.
The ﬁrst was that the STM was to be made of non-magnetic material. This
was to prevent magnetostriction eﬀects when an external magnetic ﬁeld was ap-
plied. This problem exists in old BEEM due to the fact that the head is made of
super invar. While it is possible to scan with old BEEM under a magnetic ﬁeld,
it is simple enough to avoid the same problem. The second, and more important
requirement, was that the instrument needed to take samples of the identical size
(7mm x 7mm die) as old BEEM. There are several advantages in having two ma-
chines which can look at the same exact samples. For one thing, identical samples42
should yield identical results. Therefore the calibration of the two machines can be
checked with respect to one another. While an obvious statement, this would be
impossible without compatible systems. Secondly, the same sample fabrication and
transportation system could be used in conjunction with both instruments. This
enables a single UHV environment where samples can be fabricated and moved
from one machine to the other without breaking vacuum. Additionally the tooling
is made simpler since a single system of tools can handle the load for both instru-
ments. Since RHK was willing and able to meet our speciﬁcations, new BEEM
would be a modiﬁed version of the RHK VT400 UHV STM.
2.3.3 Integrating the RHK VT400
Because of RHK’s ability to adapt their system to handle our current samples, no
modiﬁcations to old BEEM would be needed. This enabled the new ﬂoor plan of
D7 to take shape while data was still being taken on the old system. Figure 2.12
shows a layout of the old (a) and new (b) ﬂoor plan. The original layout included
old BEEM and a x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) system as measurement
stations and a fabrication chamber (prep I) with six thermal evaporation sources.
The new layout involved moving the ESCA XPS to another part of the room where
it would no longer be in mechanical contact with the two BEEM systems and the
two fabrication chambers (prep I and prep II). In-situ transfers are still possible
from the either prep chambers to ESCA through a portable turbo pumping station.
New BEEM and a second prep chamber (prep II) would be added to the east side
of the load lock in a mirror image conﬁguration to old BEEM and prep I.
As the new conﬁguration unfolded, prep II and new BEEM were assembled
together but not connected to the existing, and working, part of the system. Once
everything was ready to go the two were connected and the ability to transfer
samples in UHV from either fabrication chamber to either microscope was realized.43
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Figure 2.12: The old conﬁguration (a) and the new conﬁguration (b) for the lab-
oratory in D7 Clark Hall. In order to achieve a two instrument, fully in-situ
conﬁguration, the new fabrication chamber (prep II) and microscope (new BEEM)
replaced the ESCA system. The expanded BEEM setup contains nine evaporation
sources and 2 sputter sources along with oxidation and nitridation capabilities. To-
tal UHV transfers from one microscope to the other are possible. Vacuum transfers
can still be made to the ESCA XPS system by mating a vacuum pumping station
to the center load lock.44
The only modiﬁcation to the existing chambers (old BEEM and Prep I) was the
spatula and spring clip [29] sample transfer system was replaced by forks which
moved pucks around. A drawing of the basic puck is shown in Figure 2.13. The
change was made because the RHK system only accepts pucks with the dimensions
shown in Figure 2.13b. Therefore a fork - puck system had to be implemented in
the load lock and Prep II. In order to make the entire system compatible, forks
were installed in Prep II and old BEEM. While special RHK pucks are used in new
BEEM, pucks with spring clips attached are used everywhere else. This enables
the original sample holder and mask system [29] to be used in the fabrication of
samples, the function of the wobble stick in old BEEM to remain unchanged, and
the ability to transfer throughout the system. Additionally the ﬁnicky spring clips
where no longer ﬁxed in the chamber and were readily taken out of vacuum so
repairing them does not require a vent.
2.3.4 Additional fabrication capacity
In the original conﬁguration of the laboratory in D7 (Figure 2.12A) the sole fab-
rication chamber was Prep I. Prep I has the capacity for six thermal sources, and
one spare 6-inch ﬂange that could potentially be used for a sputter source. While
it seems that ability to evaporate six diﬀerent kinds of thin ﬁlms would be enough,
there is always tremendous beneﬁt in adding growth capacity. While it is obvious
that additional sources can be used to test the eﬀects of new elements or alloys,
there is also a great advantage in using additional sources as backups to existing
ones. This increases throughput by eliminating the need to vent if a source runs
out. Since new BEEM would need a staging area in UHV to take samples from
the fabrication pucks and place them on the scan pucks, an additional chamber
between the load lock and new BEEM was a necessity. It was obvious from the45
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Figure 2.13: A drawing of the UHV transfer pucks (a) and the cross sectional
dimensions (b) used in the BEEM system. Pucks can moved anywhere in the
chambers and are highly adaptable. As long as the base is made in this geometry,
any type of attachments can be added to the top.
beginning that this chamber could double as both a staging area and a new growth
system.
A drawing of prep II is shown in Figure 2.14. Since the needs of the experiment,
and use of the chamber could change over time, the concept behind designing Prep
II was to achieve maximum adaptability and scalability. This was accomplished
by ﬁtting ten 10-inch ﬂanges on the two ends of the chamber. The 10-inch ﬂange
was chosen over smaller sizes because bigger pumps could be attached, bigger gate
valves could be used to allow full wafer processing (3” and possibly 4” with a load
lock re-design), and we already possessed several thousand dollars worth of 10-inch46
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Figure 2.14: A drawing of prep II. Scalability and symmetry were paramount in
the chamber design. The right hand side of the chamber is dedicated to sample
growth. There are 3 e-gun sources, with the room for 3 k-cell sources on the bottom
ﬂange. Two sputter guns are mounted on the center of the chamber across from
the nitrogen cracker. The left side of the chamber is reserved for sample staging.47
cluster ﬂanges that could be used to add attachments to the chamber. Eight 6-
inch ports circle the center of the chamber. Originally these ports were to allow
the addition of sputter guns to the chamber, but they have done more than that.
Finally, on the surface area of the chamber which was not occupied by ten or six
inch ports, a dozen 2.75 - inch ports were added to serve as housings for gauges, a
Ti-sub pump and other support instrumentation. As of fall 2003, to the western
most 10-inch ﬂange is attached to the load lock via a gate valve . A turbo pump
and ion pump are attached to the top and bottom western ﬂanges respectively. The
staging area for new BEEM samples and tips occupy the remaining two ﬂanges
on that side. Attached to the bottom ﬂange on the eastern side is an evaporation
ﬂange with three E-guns currently installed and the capacity for three additional
k-cell sources. The rest of the eastern ﬂanges are used for transfer arms and
viewports. A nitrogen cracker has been installed on one of the center 6-inch ports.
This allows for atomic nitrogen to be injected into the chamber to allow the growth
of nitrides. Two sputter guns have also been added to the center ring of 6-inch
ports. This brings the grand total number of working sources in the system to
eleven with room to grow.
2.4 Summary
I have always found it fascinating that such a large amount of overhead is required
to study things which are so small. It is quite remarkable that the large vacuum
chambers and all of their parts house the smallest of tips to study layers of atoms
at the nanometer scale. However, as you have read in this chapter, it is all a
necessary part of running controlled experiments. When done properly, BEEM
is an unmatched tool for spatial resolution of ballistic transport in thin ﬁlms.
However to achieve this, there are certain experimental concerns that need to be48
understood and dealt with. In this chapter I have laid out the overall experimental
setup(s) which were used to properly execute BEEM experiments. While most of
the data that I took personally came from old BEEM, the additional capacity of
new BEEM and prep II are in their infancy of utility. The scalability, ﬂexibility
and capacity of both the new and old system will prove to be a powerful tool for
research.CHAPTER 3
Ballistic Electron Scattering
3.1 Introduction
In a typical BEEM experiment, such as those described in this thesis, an n-type
semiconductor substrate is used as the collector. In order to be measured as a
collector current, carriers must travel through the bulk of the semiconductor to
the BEEM pre-amps. This condition limits the carriers that are collected to elec-
trons. Holes would recombine quickly in the substrate. So, as mentioned earlier,
typical scanning conditions for BEEM use a negative tip bias to inject electrons
into the base. These hot electrons can then be collected. Using a positive tip bias
injects electrons into the tip, and therefore holes into the base. In order to collect
these holes directly one needs to use a p-type semiconductor. This hole collecting
BEEM or h-BEEM was demonstrated by Bell et al. [40] and serves as a good tool
for direct measurement of the valance band Schottky barrier height. However the
use of a p-type semiconductor is not the only way to record BEEM current with
a positive tip bias. In the case of n-type substrates, injected holes can scatter
and form a population of hot electrons that can then be collected. As you might
expect this scattered BEEM (sBEEM) has a substantially lower signal level than a
standard BEEM measurement. An example of sBEEM is shown in Figure 3.1 for
130 ˚ A of Au evaporated on two diﬀerent n-type substrates, GaAs and Si. While
it may be diﬃcult to see in the GaAs data, both the GaAs and the Si data show
a ratio of direct to scattered (RDS) signal of about 20:1 at |Vt|=1.8V. The energy
4950
dependance of such a simple system has been explained by Bell et al [40] as a single
free electron scattering event. Neidermann et al. [41] investigated the problem for
PtSi and found results that agreed with Bell. In both experiments an RDS of 10:1
for Si(100) was measured. Additionally, both investigations have encountered two
major problems with this theory. The ﬁrst is explaining the correct magnitude of
the signal, which Bell et al. calculated to be 10 times less than what they actually
measured. The second is the energy dependence at bias voltages above 1.5 eV.
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Figure 3.1: Positive and negative tip Ic vs. Vt for 130 ˚ A Au on n-type Si(111)
(dashed line) and n-type GaAs (solid line). The ratio of BEEM to scattered BEEM
(sBEEM) is 20:1 at |Vt|=1.8V. Since the n-type substrates can only collect elec-
trons, the sBEEM signal is the result of holes scattering to electrons.
As the amount of scattering in a thin ﬁlm increases, and the magnitude of Ic
decreases, the eﬀects of sBEEM become more and more important. As we will see
in the later chapters that deal with oxides, the very small signal levels that are
measured warrant a proper understanding of the scattered signals. In this chapter
I will explore the scattering mechanism described by Bell et al. and the eﬀects it
has on the distribution of electrons and holes after one or more scattering events.51
Once these electron distributions are known it is straightforward to calculate Ic.
3.2 Ballistic scattering mechanism
3.2.1 Auger like scattering
There are several ways in which scattering can either create or alter the BEEM
spectra. In pure sBEEM (positive tip bias), an injected distribution of holes scat-
ters to an electron population. If the electron population has some constituents
with suﬃcient energy, they can contribute to the collector current. When a nega-
tive tip bias is applied, scattering can eﬀect the signal by taking an injected electron
distribution and scattering it down to a distribution of holes as well as a distri-
bution of electrons with lower energy. In this case, the new electron distribution
can still have constituents with suﬃcient energy to overcome the Schottky barrier.
In order to calculate what these distributions will look like, we must consider the
behavior of a single set of carriers involved in the scattering process.
Figure 3.2a shows the case of a positive tip bias (sBEEM) scattering event. An
electron is injected into the tip, and conversely a hole with energy and momentum
(E0,k0) is injected into the base. An electron whose energy is greater than E0 and
less than the Fermi energy, can scatter, lose energy and ﬁll this hole state. This
will leave a hole state with energy and momentum (E1,k1) at an energy above
E0. Energy conservation demands that for any electron that ﬁlls the hole state,
another electron will gain energy and be excited above the Fermi energy. This
will also leave a vacant hole state with energy and momentum (E2,k2) and create
an electron with energy and momentum (E,k). It is these electrons which can
be collected if E is greater than Φb. This type of scattering is analogous to the
Auger process in which an empty core state is ﬁlled by an electron with greater
energy and consequently ejects an electron whose energy can be measured thereby52
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Figure 3.2: (a) The Auger - like scattering process for the case of hole injection
into the the base (positive tip bias). A hot hole injected into the base (E0,k0) can
scatter down to the Fermi level (E1,k1). The energy lost in the process is used to
excite an electron hole pair(E,k and E2,k2 respectively). If the electron created in
the process (E,k) has energy greater than ΦB, it can be collected and recorded as
BEEM signal. (b) The similar process for the case of electron injection (negative
tip bias). In this case a hot electron injected into the base (E0,k0) can scatter down
to the Fermi level (E1,k1). The energy lost in the process can excite an electron
hole pair (E2,k2 and E,k respectively). One or both of the ﬁnal state electrons
(E1,k1 and E2,k2)can be collected if their respective energies are greater than ΦB.53
revealing the energy diﬀerence of the ﬁnal and initial states.
An identical process can occur for the case of an injected electron (Figure 3.2b).
Here an injected electron with energy and momentum (E0,k0) can lose energy and
scatter down to an electron with energy and momentum (E1,k1). Again, energy
conservation demands that an electron from below the Fermi energy is excited
with the same gain in energy that was lost by the incident electron. This excited
electron has energy and momentum (E2,k2) and leaves a hole below the Fermi
energy with energy and momentum (E,k). It is useful now to introduce a naming
convention. Instead of referring to carriers as ’electrons with energy E’ or ’holes
with energy E2’, I will simply write them as ’E electrons’ or ’E2 holes’. So, in the
case of a negative tip bias, the E1 and E2 electrons contribute to the scattering
signal so long as their energy exceeds the Schottky barrier. In reality the signal
will be a convolution of the injected distribution with the E1 and E2 electrons.
The initial distribution of injected electrons and holes was worked out in the
last chapter. Therefore, if the relationship between in the incident carriers (E0
electrons or holes, depending on the situation) and the ﬁnal carriers that are to be
collected (E electrons in sBEEM, or E1 and E2 electrons in the case of negative tip)
is known, the distribution of collected carriers can be worked out and the BEEM
spectra can be calculated. In order to have a concrete example, I will work out
the relationship between injected holes and collected electrons as shown in Figure
3.2a.
Conservation of energy in this scattering event demands
E0 − E1 = E2 − E (3.1)
Likewise, momentum conservation demands54
k0 − k1 = k2 − k (3.2)
The vector diagram for equation 3.2 is shown in Figure 3.3. Here the circle rep-
resents the fermi surface. This will be useful to consider when we integrate over all
available states. From these two relationships we can invoke Fermi’s golden rule
[42] to determine the rate, R(k),at which E electrons are generated.
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k
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Figure 3.3: The k space vector diagram for the process described in Figure 3.2a.
The total momentum before and after the scattering process (dark arrows) must
be identical.
R(k) =
2π
~
X
k1,k2
E1,E2<Ef
|M|
2δ(E0 + E − E1 − E2)δk0+k−k1−k2 (3.3)
In this equation M is a matrix element that depends on momentum transfer
q = k0 − k1. Bell et al. note that for an unscreened free electron Coulomb interac-
tion M ∝ 1/q, but also note that metallic screening takes away this singularity. Fol-
lowing the arguments in [43] the relationship can be written as M ∝ 1/(q2−k2
f)1/2
where the Fermi momentum, kf, is generally much greater than q. Therefore M
can be treated as a constant. Equation 3.3 can be worked out in the following
manner 1. First we can rewrite the momentum part of the delta function
1The details of the math here were worked out with the help of P.W. Brouwer55
δk0+k−k1−k2 = δ(solid angle)
1
|k + k0|
δ(|k + k0|
2 − |k1 + k2|
2) (3.4)
Deﬁning φ = the angle between k1 and k2, θ = the angle between k and k0 and
invoking the law of cosines, equation 3.4 becomes
δk0+k−k1−k2 =
δ(solid angle)
|k + k0|
δ(k
2 + k
2
0 + 2kk0 cosθ − k
2
1 − k
2
2 − 2k1k2 cosφ) (3.5)
The conservation of energy term in equation 3.3 allows us to write
k2 + k2
0 = k2
1 + k2
2 which simpliﬁes the expression.
δk0+k−k1−k2 =
δ(solid angle)
|k + k0| · |k1| · |k2|
δ(cosφ −
kk0
k1k2
cosθ) (3.6)
The solid angle term in the equations above is not something that needs to
be calculated since it will not be energy dependent. This constant term can be
combined with all other constants outside the summation. Then, writing the sum
as an integral we have
R(k) =
Const.
|k + k0|
Z k2
f
k2
0
dk
2
1
Z k2
f
k2
0
dk
2
2δ(k
2
0 + k
2 − k
2
1 − k
2
2)
×
Z 1
−1
dcosφδ(cosφ −
kk0
k1k2
cosθ)
(3.7)
The integral over dcosφ is trivial since the coeﬃcients in front of the cosθ term
are all magnitudes and therefore positive. Likewise, the integral over dk2
2 is simply
one so long as the condition of k2
1 < k2
f and k2
1 > k2 + k2
0 − k2
f is met This allows us
to re-write the limits for the integral over dk2
1
R(k) = Const.
1
|k + k0|
Z k2
f
k2+k2
0−k2
f
dk
2
1 (3.8)56
Deﬁning α as the angle between k and k0 the integral can be evaluated, the law
of cosines can be employed and the expression can be written in terms of energies
R(k) = Const.
2Ef − E − E0 p
E0 + E + 2cosα
√
EE0
(3.9)
It may seem a little sloppy to simply pile all of the constant terms together,
however that constant term includes two terms which have not been calculated, the
matrix element M and the solid angle contribution to the δ function in equation
3.6. Calculating these two terms are beyond the scope of this thesis. Equation 3.9
is similar to the expression derived by Bell et al. [44] for the similar process shown
in Figure 3.2b. Their result for the rate of hole production was
R(k) = Const.
E + E0 − 2Ef p
E0 + E + 2cosα
√
EE0
(3.10)
We will continue sticking to the case of Figure 3.2a and use equation 3.9 for
R(k). In order to calculate the distribution of electrons generated by hole injection
we must determine the branching ratio, Rb = ~R(k)/Γee. Here Γee is the lifetime
of a given electron which is dominated by electron - electron scattering. Of course
the lifetime of an electron is related to rate at which they scatter, which is also
related to the rate at which they are generated since the carriers in question are
all created by scattering. Γee is found by integrating the scattering rate over all
k-space.
Γee = ~
Z 2Ef−E0
Ef
d3k
(2π)3R(k) (3.11)
Here the limits are given in energy as the integral in k-space is easier to solve
in energy space after the angular terms are dealt with. Doing this, it is straight-
forward to show that57
Γee = Const.(E0 − Ef)
2 (3.12)
As you might suspect, this is also the expression for Γee if equation 3.10 is
used instead of equation 3.9 for the scattering rate. Bell et al. [44] calculate the
branching ratio’s eﬀect on the collector current by integrating over all available
k-space and including the term directly into their expression for Ic. I feel it is more
useful to put the branching ratio into a form that will allow us to directly operate
on the injected distributions of both the holes and the electrons. To do this we can
simply integrate the branching ratio over all α and leave the energy terms. Doing
this allows the branching ratio for the scattering of injected holes to electrons to
be written as
BRh→e = Const.
2Ef − E − E0
(E0 − Ef)2 (3.13)
In the case of injected electrons which can scatter to other collectable distribu-
tions (Figure 3.2b), the branching ratio can be calculated in the same manner as
equation 3.13. The ﬁnal result is
BRe→e = Const.
E0 − E1
(E0 − Ef)2 (3.14)
Equations 3.13 and 3.14 are general results, but simplify further under our
convention of Ef = 0 for the sample. With these two equations all that is needed
is a little bookkeeping and the distribution of electrons and holes can be tracked
for an arbitrary number of scattering events. For a hole of injected energy E0 the
energy, E, of the electron generated has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum
value of −E0. This is shown in Figure 3.4. In order to determine the population
of electrons at a given energy E, the contribution from all holes with energies less
than -E must be summed.58
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Figure 3.4: A reproduction of Figure 3.2a with the intermediate steps removed.
Electrons which are excited during the scattering process are allowed to have any
energy between the Fermi energy of the base (E=0) and -E0 as indicated by the
shaded area below the electron. When calculating the population of electrons at a
given energy E, the contribution from all holes with energies less than -E must be
summed.
3.3 Eﬀects of scattering
3.3.1 Scattering and the electron distribution
I will continue the discussion of scattering by again considering the condition shown
in Figure 3.2a, namely injected holes under conditions of positive tip that scatter
to electrons. Because the tunnel distribution is highly focused around the Fermi
level of the electron source, in this case the base, the population of holes will be
highly concentrated near the Fermi level of the sample. Figure 3.5 shows the case
of injected holes (solid line) for a tip bias of +2V and an E1/2 of .28 eV. Because
scattering will reduce the population of carriers at higher absolute energies (as
measured from the Fermi Energy), there are two eﬀects working against collecting59
electrons. The ﬁrst is simply the high concentration of holes with energy > −ΦB,
and the second is the eﬀect of scattering. The ﬁnal result of the latter eﬀect is
shown in Figure 3.5. Here the dashed line represents the eﬀect of applying equa-
tion 3.13 to the solid line in Figure 3.5. It is clear that the population of electrons
with ε > ΦB is less than the number of holes with ε < −ΦB, and both are clearly
less than the number of electrons with ε > ΦB that would be injected with a tip
bias of -2V (see Figure 2.8a). The magnitude of Ic that results from each of these
conditions will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.5: The injected hole distribution (solid line) for a tip bias of 2V and E1/2 =
0.28 eV. Applying equation 3.13 to this distribution gives the electron distribution
shown by the dashed line. The scattered distribution contains many more carriers
near the Fermi level than the injected distribution. In order to show the presence
of carriers with energies above the Schottky barrier, the x axis needs to be changed
(Inset).
The second type of scattering which can alter BEEM spectra is when an in-
jected electron population is scattered down in energy (Figure 3.2b). Figure 3.6
shows the eﬀect of applying equation 3.14 to an electron distribution injected from60
a tip biased at -2V with a value of E1/2 = 0.28 eV. It is perhaps more obvious to
see in this case, rather than the last one, that the eﬀect of scattering is to shift the
carrier populations closer to Fermi level. As was the case before the population
of electrons with ε > ΦB is much less for the scattered electrons than it is for the
injected electrons. Furthermore, the electrons are assumed to scatter isotropically,
where as the injected beam is highly focused, thus creating a large disparity in the
number of electrons that are collected from each distribution. In the next section
the relative Ic signal levels resulting from each scattering process will be compared,
however the real situation is not so simple. For one thing, Figure 3.6 assumes that
every electron scatters exactly once. This is something that is impossible in a sim-
ple mean free path picture where the Ic is proportional to e−t/λ where λ is the mean
free path and t is the ﬁlm thickness. This is because if t = λ, about a third (e−1) of
the electrons don’t scatter and the signal collected would be a mixture of both the
injected and scattered signals. The fact that the injected distribution is focused at
a higher energy means that even though the injected distribution has been reduced
to a third of its original value, it will still contribute more to Ic than the scattered
distribution. If the ﬁlm thickness is 2λ then only 14% of the initial injected beam
(IIB) remains, however keeping track of the scattered electrons quickly becomes
more diﬃcult. About 63% of the original scattered distribution (40% of IIB) will
also scatter again, however 63% of what remained of the injected beam (23% of
IIB) will scatter for the ﬁrst time and replenish some of the lost scattered electrons.
The bottom line is that after 2 mean free paths, 14% of IIB remain unscattered,
46% of the electrons have scattered once and 40% have scattered twice.61
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Figure 3.6: The injected electron distribution (solid line) for a tip bias of -2V and
E1/2 = 0.28 eV. Applying equation 3.14 to this distribution gives the resulting
electron distribution shown by the dashed line. As was the case in Figure 3.4, the
eﬀect of scattering is to increase the carrier population near the Fermi energy, and
decrease the number of high energy hot electrons.
In order to write down what the total electron distribution is for t = nλ seems
like simply a matter of bookkeeping. It is. However there is one caveat that must
be dealt with before we can start simulating the total distribution for an arbitrary
number of mean free paths. The caveat is that every time electrons scatter down
to other electrons, a hole population is created, likewise, when holes scatter up to
electrons they also leave a population of holes whose energy approaches the Fermi
energy. So it is a matter of bookkeeping, however after one scattering event, one
must keep track of the electron and hole population applying equation 3.13 when
switching carriers and 3.14 when scattering down to like carriers. Speciﬁcally con-
sider the case where electrons scatter down to other electrons (Figure 3.2b), the
resulting distribution (Figure 3.6) is also accompanied by a distribution of holes
created in the scattering process. Both the electron and hole populations are ca-
pable of scattering again, creating new populations of each. Figure 3.7 shows this62
process for an injected electron beam and two scattering events. As one might
expect, the more scattering that happens, the more the two distributions mirror
each other. Eventually all that is left of the hot carriers will be large populations
of electrons and holes near the Fermi level where they are now able to relax by
phonon scattering.
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Figure 3.7: On the left is the injected electron distribution for a tip bias of -2V. If
every electron scatters, the resulting electron distribution is shown with the solid
line and the resulting hole distribution is shown with the dashed line. Each of these
distributions which were created after one scattering event can scatter into a new
distribution of holes and electrons. The electron distribution shown for two events
is the sum of applying equation 3.14 to the electron distribution after one event,
and equation 3.13 to the hole distribution after one event. The hole distribution
after two events is calculated in a similar fashion.
One note about Figure 3.7 is that each distribution assumes all of the carriers
from the previous distribution scatter. While this is useful for seeing the eﬀects of
scattering, the total electron distribution will be a convolution of many distribu-
tions. It turns out that there is a way to write down an expression for an electron
distribution after an arbitrary number of mean free paths that takes into account
the distributions that contribute and properly weights them.63
To begin, let yk(ε) represent the distribution of electrons as a function of energy
above the fermi energy (i.e. the solid lines in Figure 3.7 show y0(ε),y1(ε), and
y2(ε)). Calculating yk(ε) follows the bookkeeping rules described earlier for keeping
track of electron and hole populations and properly applying equations 3.13 and
3.14. The total electron distribution Y(ε), for a ﬁlm of thickness t=nλ can then
be written as
Y(ε) =
yn(ε)
2
(1 − e
−1)
n +
￿
n
n − 1
￿
yn−1(ε)
2
(1 − e
−1)
n−1e
−1
+
￿
n
n − 2
￿
yn−2(ε)
2
(1 − e
−1)
n−2e
−2 + .... + y0e
−n
(3.15)
The scattered distributions (yk(ε),k 6= 0 are all divided by a factor of two.
This is done because eq. 3.13 and 3.14 assume isotropic scattering of the electrons.
Hence, half the electrons are lost since they are moving away from the Schottky
barrier. The coeﬃcients for each of the terms are simply the binomial expansion
coeﬃcients
￿n
k
￿
. Figure 3.8 shows the results of applying equation 3.15 for diﬀerent
values of n. After n=4 the distributions look very similar and have the character-
istic of scattered distributions, namely few high energy electrons and many more
electrons near the Fermi energy. However, proper treatment of the initial distri-
bution results in the focus near Vt remaining even after the beam has travelled 3
mean free paths. In the next section we will see what this means to the BEEM
spectra, but one can certainly anticipate that it can only result in higher signal
levels and an energy dependance that resembles direct BEEM spectra rather than
the sBEEM spectra seen in Figure 3.1.
It should be stated here that for an initial injection of holes, equation 3.1564
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Figure 3.8: Figure 3.7 shows what happens to an injected electron distribution if
all the carriers scatter. In reality, not every carrier will scatter. If one assumes e−1
electrons scatter after one event (for example one mean free path), then the actual
distribution will be a convolution of distributions resulting from a diﬀerent number
of scattering events. The proper bookkeeping is explained in equation 3.15. Shown
above is the result of applying equation 3.15 for diﬀerent values of n.
can also be used. However if one assumes holes have the same mean free path as
electrons, every mean free path the holes travel through, 1 − e−1 of what remains
from the original injected hole distribution scatters up to electrons for the ﬁrst
time. Again, it is all a matter of bookkeeping and one must take care to apply
equation 3.15 appropriately.
By now we have established a proper and complete description of scattering due
to attenuation in a free electron metal. This will turn out to be a very important
thing to consider when thinking about low signal level BEEM spectra, as we will
see in the discussion of alumina spectra. There are still a couple of components
missing from the theory that are important to keep in mind. First of all, everything
assumes we are dealing with a free electron metal, this is not reality when talking
about ferromagnets or even the noble metals. Secondly, the formulas above do not65
deal with interfacial scattering. This type of scattering is signiﬁcant at interfaces
like Cu - Co [34] where it can reduce the ballistic current by an order of magnitude.
These eﬀects and others may alter the distribution of electrons in both energy and
momentum in ways not described here. However it is likely that all types of
scattering will act upon the injected distribution in a similar manner to what has
been described above. Speciﬁcally the focus of electrons at higher energy will be
lost in lieu of a larger population of electrons near the Fermi energy which are
undetectable by BEEM.
3.3.2 Scattering and the BEEM signal
In their description of BEEM spectra, both Ludeke-Bauer [33] and Kaiser-Bell [28]
derive analytical expressions for Ic(V). This is certainly useful when considering
contributions from an injected source that is also described by an analytical expres-
sion. However for the scattering distributions that are determined by numerically
evaluating equations 3.13 - 3.15, it is impossible to write down an analytical term.
In this thesis we will ﬁnd it useful to calculate Ic by considering what happens when
an arbitrary distribution encounters the Schottky barrier. Since our derivations of
equations 3.13 and 3.14 assume isotropic scattering, it is more appropriate to calcu-
late BEEM spectra in the Ludeke - Bauer framework because it assumes isotropic
scattering at the base - collector interface. In reality both theories describe the
BEEM spectra well and could be employed. The term from the Ludeke-Bauer
theory that is needed here is the collection eﬃciency of the semiconductor - metal
interface which, using our coordinates reduces to
ε − ΦB
Ef + ε
(3.16)
It may seem like we can set Ef = 0 and further simplify this expression, how-66
ever that is not accurate. The expression is derived by taking the ratio of the free
electron density of states for Si and Au 2. Since a value of Ef is needed we use 5.5
eV which is the value for Au.
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Figure 3.9: The scaled Ic vs. Vt curves calculated using the injected electron dis-
tribution shown in Figure 3.6 (dashed line) and the scattered electron distribution
shown in Figure 3.5 (solid line). Notice the apparent late turn on and increased
curvature at low bias for the positive tip signal.
It is now a straightforward task to generate theoretical Ic vs. Vt curves for
BEEM. For each value of Vt an injected electron distribution is generated. We
keep the direct signal or have it scatter. If Vt is positive, a distribution of electrons
can also be generated as described above. In either case we take a distribution of
electrons and apply equation 3.16 for each value of ε greater than ΦB and sum the
result. Using an arbitrary scale factor,R, which is the same for every point, Ic vs.
Vt can be calculated for an inﬁnite combination of scattering possibilities.3 Using
2For a complete description of how the Ludeke - Bauer formalism is applied see McNabb [45]
3Here the actual current level is based on a number of things besides simply Vt. Interfacial67
this method to calculate Ic vs. Vt will prove to be useful and adaptable to a wide
variety of systems.
To begin with, let us consider the case of positive tip bias (Figure 3.2a). In
order to generate Ic vs. Vt curves we follow the method described above for the
electron distribution shown in Figure 3.5. One point worth mentioning is that
after a single scattering event under these circumstances, the electron distribution
is already heavily weighted with lower energy electrons. Therefore, including more
scattering or properly applying equation 3.15 to these electrons won’t substantially
change the energy dependence as the distribution will continue to gain lower energy
electrons. This is in contrast to applying formula 3.15 to an injected distribution
originating from a negative tip bias where scattering does have an impact since it
serves to shift the focus of electrons away from higher energies while creating lower
energy electrons. Figure 3.9 shows the calculated curves for sBEEM (solid line)
and an unscattered BEEM signal (dashed line). The two curves have been scaled
so they have an arbitrary maximum value of 1 pA/nA. The noticeable diﬀerence
in the energy dependence is that the sBEEM signal has a more gradual onset or
turn-on. Bell et al. [43]show that this turn on has a (eVt − ΦB)4 dependence at
the turn-on rather than the (eVt − ΦB)2 seen in the BEEM signal. Both curves
then become linear at high bias, however while in theory the BEEM signal contin-
ues as a straight line indeﬁnitely 4, the sBEEM signal will begin roll oﬀ. Figure
3.10 shows the sBEEM signal from Figure 3.9 extended to 3V. As you can see, the
calculated signal begins to roll oﬀ dramatically beyond 2V. The physical picture
behind this can be understood by considering the injected hole distribution in Fig-
ure 3.5. Since a majority of the carriers are already near the Fermi level, bringing
scattering, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, momentum scattering, impurities, tip condi-
tions... the list goes on. While Ludeke-Bauer[33], Kaiser-Bell[28], and Neidermann [41] all try
to correctly predict what these values should be, none have succeeded. Instead, the use of an
overall scale factor allows one to concentrate on the energy dependance.
4As stated in chapter 2, there is a practical maximum to the magnitude of Vt of any sign68
the tip bias to higher and higher values only extends the tail of the distribution.
This means that increasing the tip bias does not add substantially more carriers
which contribute to the collector current. This is in contrast to negative tip bias
where the electron distribution is focused near Vt.
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Figure 3.10: The calculated Ic vs. Vt taken out to a high positive bias. Because
the initial hole distribution is focused near the Fermi level, with only a small tail at
high bias, increasing the tip bias does not signiﬁcantly increase the number of high
energy carriers. The result of this is the roll-oﬀ shown in the ﬁgure. However, this
eﬀect is not observed and is one of the problems with the Kaiser-Bell [43] model
for scattering.
Measurements done with positive tip bias agree well with the theoretical pre-
dictions for the turn on region. The model is used to ﬁt positive tip data for a
simple 130 ˚ A Au on Si sample in Figure 3.11 a (data shown in circles). Using a
value for E1/2 = 0.28 eV the turn on region is well explained by the data. The only
free parameter used in this ﬁt was an overall scale factor. However the free electron
scattering theory breaks down at higher bias. Figure 3.11b shows the best ﬁt to69
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Figure 3.11: The calculated Ic vs. Vt (line) and the data for 130 ˚ A of Au on Si.
The theory and the data agree near the threshold (a), but diverge at higher bias
(b).70
the same sample taken out to higher bias, again allowing the scale factor to be the
only free parameter. There are two major areas where the theory breaks down.
The ﬁrst area is in the overall size of the reverse signal. Our results show a ratio of
BEEM to sBEEM of 20:1 at +/− 2 V. The results originally obtained by Bell et al.
[43] show a ratio of BEEM to sBEEM of 10:1 at +/− 2 V. The theory predicts a
ratio of 100:1. Neidermann et al. [41] were also unsuccessful in predicting the ab-
solute magnitude of Ic in of their PtSi thin ﬁlms. Calculating the magnitude of this
signal won’t be attempted in this thesis, however this observation indicates that
the scattering mechanism is much more eﬃcient than predicted by free electron
theory. This could be because the process is universally more eﬃcient (i.e. more
electrons scatter than predicted), or the process more eﬃciently scatters hot holes
to hot electrons (i.e. the scattering matrix elements are energy dependent). Both
of these explanations would decrease the ratio of BEEM to sBEEM. The second
area where the theory breaks down is in the inability to ﬁt the data at higher bias.
The data shown in Figure 3.11b shows a linear region that grows much faster that
the theory predicts and no sign of the roll oﬀ predicted in Figure 3.10.
One way to see what might be happening in the Au/Si system is to check
the Bell-Kaiser theory with an actual free electron metal. The only realistic free
electron metal that can be used is Al. Ideally one would like to grow Al directly
on Si so it could be compared with the Au/Si system. This turned out to be
experimentally impossible. Al/Si Schottky barriers were poor, virtually Ohmic,
which caused signal to noise issues that could not be solved by simply cooling the
sample. Fortunately Al on GaAs(100) formed a good Schottky barrier which is
well ﬁt to the Ludeke-Bauer theory using a barrier height of 1.07 eV. This kept
the measurement instrument limited. The results are shown in Figure 3.12. Figure71
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Figure 3.12: Positive and negative tip Ic vs. Vt for 150 ˚ A of Al on GaAs (a). The
ratio of BEEM to sBEEM is 94:1 at +/- 2V, which is close to what Kaiser and
Bell [43] predict for a free electron metal. (b) The energy dependence predicted
by the model (solid line) also more closely matches the data (open circles). Al is
a free electron metal and unlike Au, has no d-states.72
3.12a shows both the positive and negative tip data for 150 ˚ A Al on GaAs. The
ﬁrst striking observation is that the ratio of negative tip to positive tip is 94:1 at
+/- 2V which is very close to what is predicted by the free electron picture. In
order to test the energy dependence ﬁts were done to the positive tip data. The ﬁts
and a close up of the data is shown in Figure 3.12b. While the theory agrees well
with the data, it is clear that the signal to noise ratio does not allow the energy
dependence to be tested as rigorously as one would like.
Thus, while we may not have a clear insight yet as to the disagreement in the
energy dependence of the Au data, the Al/GaAs sample clearly shows that the
Auger like scattering process is the primary source of the sBEEM signal. The data
suggests that higher scattering rate in the Au system (and hence higher sBEEM
signal) is due to some contribution from d-state scattering which is not present in
the Al.
As for the energy dependence disagreement between the free electron theory
and the Au data, there are a few possible explanations. The two major issues that
we will address are: 1. The value of E1/2 is much too small; 2. The DOS of the
metal that we inject into must be taken into account since the surface we inject
into contains both extended states and surface states. Both of these states can
scatter into a collected signal, however only the former contributes substantially
to the negative tip signal.
To address point No. 1, it is easy to see why using a larger value of E1/2 would
help the free electron theory more accurately describe the data. A beam that
was spread out more would produce a higher population of electrons above the
Schottky barrier after the scattering process. This would not only create a larger
signal, but delay the roll oﬀ eﬀect. Figure 3.13a shows the results of ﬁtting the
data allowing for 2 free parameters: the overall scale factor and E1/2. The ﬁt is a73
perfect match to the data, but with a value for E1/2 of 5.5×1010 eV. Using equation
2.4 this translates to an eﬀective ﬁeld of 17 × 1010 V/˚ Aat the end of the tip. This
ﬁeld is roughly eleven orders of magnitude greater than what one would expect a
normal material to withstand. Clearly increasing E1/2 brings the theory closer to
the actual results, but ﬁelds this high are not physically justiﬁable. Ludeke and
Bauer [33] claim that a value of .54 eV is at the high end of what is is reasonable
according to their ﬁts. Keep in mind however that Figure 2.9 showed that once
E1/2 is increased beyond .5 eV there is no diﬀerence in the negative tip spectra that
Ludeke and Bauer would have used to test their theory. Unfortunately without a
good way to directly measure E1/2, it will remain a debatable number. It cannot
be a free parameter in the ﬁts since it will explode beyond reason, and certainly
cannot be the single reason why the theory breaks down.
In order to address the second possibility, we must ﬁrst measure the DOS of
the Au surface we are tunneling into. Fortunately an STM provides us a way
of measuring the exact density of states that we are tunneling into. Scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) is performed by measuring the tunnel current vs.
tip bias for a ﬁxed tip sample distance. This is performed by demanding a speciﬁc
tunnel current (usually 1 nA) at a speciﬁc tip bias and then turning oﬀ the feedback
during the data collection, then re-establishing that speciﬁc tunnel current before
the next measurement. Once the It vs. Vt is obtained the total density of states
can be calculated, or at least approximated, by using the following from Chen [37]
DOS ∝
dIt/dVt
It/Vt
(3.17)
The DOS data obtained from a 250 ˚ A Au on Si ﬁlm is shown in Figure 3.14.
The Lang tunneling theory [36] uses a constant DOS to determine the electron dis-
tributions shown before. While this may be ﬁne near the Fermi level, it is clear from74
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Figure 3.13: The result of ﬁtting the 130 ˚ A of Au on Si data (open circles) using
the Kaiser-Bell model (solid line) with two free parameters, and overall scale factor
and E1/2. The ﬁt agrees reasonably well with the data but the value of E1/2 was
E1/2 of 5.5 × 1010 eV which corresponds to a physically un-reasonable ﬁeld of
17 × 1010 V/˚ A.75
Figure 3.14 that the total DOS begins to increase at higher biases. These states
can be either surface states or extended states, the STS measurements cannot dis-
tinguish between the two. However both types of states can be initial states for the
scattering process described above. In order to account for these new states, the
tunneling distribution (equation 2.1) was used but the populations were weighted
by the DOS of states shown in Figure 3.14. The resulting electron distribution is
shown as the solid line in Figure 3.15. Here a value of E1/2=.29 eV was used and
the tip bias is 2V. The dashed line shows the result of using equation 2.1 without
the weighting. Both tunneling distributions have been properly normalized so the
sum total of carriers is the same. While the diﬀerence in the two distributions
seems subtle, the eﬀects on the sBEEM signal is signiﬁcant. The results of using
the weighted distributions to generate sBEEM spectra is shown in Figure 3.16.
The data is shown in circles and the solid is the theory. Two free parameters
were used in this ﬁt, an overall scale factor and E1/2. The ﬁt shows exceptional
agreement with the data in all aspects for a value of E1/2 = .29 eV. This value
of E1/2 is quite reasonable as it falls within the range proposed by Ludeke and
Bauer [33] and corresponds to an acceptable electric ﬁeld of .9 V/˚ A at the tip.
The data and theory in the turn on region as well as the high bias (Vt > 1V)
region are perfectly matched. There is no sign of roll oﬀ and unlike Figure 3.11b
the curvature is identical.
Using the DOS weighting technique does more than just allow us to ﬁt sBEEM
data. Perhaps most importantly the proper explanation allows us to retain the key
physics from the free electron picture, namely the eﬀects of Auger like scattering.
It also gives insight into the role of surface states. Clearly we can conclude that
they play a signiﬁcant part in the tunneling current, but we can also state that
they are capable of being the initial state in the scattering process described above.76
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Figure 3.14: The density of states for 130 ˚ A of Au on Si(111) as measured by
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS).
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Figure 3.15: The injected hole distribution as calculated using the Lang theory [36]
(dashed line) and the corrected distribution (solid line)calculated by weighting the
lang distribution with the measured DOS for a Au surface (Data from Figure 3.14)
for a tip bias of 2V. Both distributions have been normalized so the total number of
carriers is the same. The corrected distribution has a higher population of injected
carriers near Vt which results in a higher sBEEM signal.77
One point worth mentioning here is that the contribution of surface states to the
tunneling current may also help explain the roll oﬀ eﬀect sometimes observed in
negative tip bias spectra. Since the surface states can only contribute to a scat-
tered signal, which is always much less than an unscattered signal, tunneling into a
higher percentage of surface states will result in a suppression of the direct BEEM
signal.
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Figure 3.16: Ic vs. Vt data (open circles) from a 130 ˚ A of Au on Si(111) and the
corresponding one parameter (scale factor only) ﬁt (solid line) using the corrected
injected hole distribution.
3.3.3 Eﬀects of multiple scattering
If we wish to include the eﬀects of scattering discussed above on the overall BEEM
signal, then equation 3.15 allows us to properly account for an injected electron
distribution after an arbitrary number of scattering events. As mentioned in the78
last section, one can also take into account these multiple scattering events for an
initial injected hole distribution. The only caveat to the latter case is that scat-
tering both giveth and taketh away to the sBEEM signal. Scattering is needed to
generate electrons from the initial holes, but too much scattering and the signal
disappears. Assuming electrons and holes have the same attenuation length, and
that the scattering occurs as carriers transport through the bulk of the material,
the result of multiple scattering is a thickness vs. current plot that deviates from a
simple exponential decay. Figure 3.17a shows the eﬀects of scattering on collector
current for positive (solid) and negative (dashed) tips. The signal level is calcu-
lated at +/- 2V. The dotted line shows a simple exponential decay and all curves
have been normalized to a maximum signal level of 1 which occurs at the non
physical thickness of 0. For the most part, proper bookkeeping reveals that a neg-
ative tip signal deviates only slightly from a simple exponential dependence. The
only problem that would arise in calculating attenuation lengths from negative tip
data using a simple exponential decay is that λ would be 1.08 times larger than its
actual value. The positive tip case decays much more slowly than both the simple
exponential and the negative tip cases. For thicknesses between 1-6 λ the decay is
essentially exponential, but using a simple exponential ﬁt to determine attenuation
length would result in a λ that was 1.3 times the actual value. Of course it is clear
that after this region the shape of the curve is much more complicated than an
exponential decay. While the magnitude of the signal is continuously decreasing
with thickness, the thickness dependence changes. One consequence of having the
positive tip signal decay more slowly than the negative tip signal is that if the
initial positive tip signal is smaller, some amount of scattering will result in equal
signal strengths.79
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Figure 3.17: (a) The calculated signal for Ic as a function of scattering events for a
tip bias of -2V (dashed line), and +2V (solid line). The negative tip signal decays
more slowly than a simple exponential decay (dotted line). The positive tip signal
decays much more slowly than the negative tip signal indicating that eventually
the two signals will be equal (this depends on initial conditions). The positive tip,
negative tip and simple exponential decay signals were normalized to a maximum
value of 1. (b) The resulting BEEM and sBEEM Ic vs. Vt curves. The forward
and reverse signals were both normalized to a maximum value of 1. Increased
scattering has no eﬀect on the positive tip signal. For the negative tip signal, a
slight increase in the curvature after the turn-on is the only signiﬁcant feature. No
amount of electron - electron scattering can shift the turn-on for either tip bias.80
The energy dependence of multiple scattering eﬀects is shown in Figure 3.17b.
The forward and reverse signals have both been normalized to a maximum value
of 1 for all of the plots. The most noticeable feature is that the energy dependence
of the positive tip signal remains eﬀectively unchanged upon additional scattering
events. Neither the turn on nor the curvature shows substantial change. This
is not surprising when one considers the shape of the electron distribution after
one scattering event from injected holes (Figure 3.5). After this initial scattering
event the distribution is already heavily weighted with low energy electrons. Ad-
ditional scattering will result in nearly identical distribution, only with less high
energy constituents. This is in contrast to the negative tip situation where several
scattering events (Figure 3.8) are required to remove the initial focus of electrons
around ε = eVt. As the process unfolds, not only does the magnitude of the signal
change, but so does the energy dependence. The turn on of the signal, however,
does not change.
3.4 Summary
In later discussions of oxide transport, proper understanding of scattering eﬀects is
essential. Through BEEM and sBEEM measurements on simple systems we have
veriﬁed that the free electron Auger like scattering process is the key factor in
producing a sBEEM signal. Modifying the tunnel distribution through inclusion
of DOS eﬀects, the basic theory ﬁrst developed by Kaiser and Bell can be used to
achieve exacting ﬁts to the experimental data. Additionally, this eﬀect has been
applied to both negative and positive tip measurements in order to determine the
eﬀect multiple scattering events has on the collector current. The result of multiple
scattering is that the sBEEM signal decays more slowly than the BEEM signal,
providing a means for the two signals to have similar magnitudes after suﬃcient81
scattering events. Multiple scattering also eﬀects the energy dependence of the
BEEM signal to a small degree, but does virtually nothing to the sBEEM signal in
that same regard. The turn on in both cases is unaﬀected by inclusion of multiple
scattering terms. This allows us to interpret any change in the turn on to be a
result of the sample’s fundamental electronic properties.CHAPTER 4
Aluminum Oxide Surface Studies
4.1 Introduction
Much information about the electronic and physical structure of a material can
be gained by combining both BEEM and common STM techniques such as STS.
Therefore, a good place to begin is with alumina on the surface of the sample in
question. In this chapter I will describe studies of the alumina surface, what can be
learned from them and what artifacts need to be avoided. Information gained from
these studies will help us start piecing together a picture of the detailed electronic
properties of alumina.
4.2 Features of the alumina surface
We begin our discussion of the alumina surface by considering both BEEM and
STM images of samples with an oxidized aluminum surface. Figure 4.1 shows
simultaneously obtained STM (a) and BEEM (b) images of a Au 110 ˚ A / Cu 12˚ A/
Co 12˚ A/ Al 8˚ A evaporated multilayer where the top Al layer was exposed to 20
mTorr of high purity (99.9985%) O2 for 60 seconds. From this point forward,
instead of quoting the pressure and time for a given oxygen exposure, only the
total dose will be given. We have oxidized samples under a variety of pressure and
time combinations and have found that total dose is the only important parameter.
In these studies it is meaningful to quote the dose in units of mTorr · sec. Therefore,
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Figure 4.1: Simultaneous STM (a) and BEEM (b) images of a Au 110 ˚ A / Cu 12˚ A/
Co 12˚ A/ Al 8˚ A evaporated multilayer where the top Al layer was exposed to 20
mTorr of high purity (99.9985%) O2 for 60 seconds. The arrows in both images
point to identical spots on the sample indicating that areas which contain surface
adsorbates (a) correspond to regions of low BEEM current (b). For these images,
It = 0.1 nA and Vt = -1.8V.84
the sample in Figure 1 has a dose of 1200 mTorr · sec, or 1.2 Torr · sec 1. We will
learn in the next chapter that a dose of 30 mTorr · sec is the minimum dose required
to form what we measure electrically as a fully formed oxide. Discussion of the
dose and what is meant by a fully formed oxide will be the topic of Chapter 5. To
continue, the images in Figure 4.1 are representative of samples with a complete
Al layer (> 5 ˚ A on a Co lead [46]) and a dose of this order of magnitude. The
ﬁrst striking feature about the alumina surface is that it is relatively rough. Over
the 75 nm x 75 nm scan shown, there are peak to valley height changes of almost
3nm. This is about a factor of 5 higher roughness than one would measure in an all
metallic sample or even a sample where a top lead was deposited over the alumina
[46]. Additionally the surface is covered with numerous clusters which are measured
as raised features in the height image. I will show later that these clusters are
chemisorbed oxygen which stick to a fully formed oxide by absorbing electrons. In
the BEEM image these clusters are associated with regions of attenuated current.
An example of which is indicated with the arrow in Figure 4.1. Careful observation
will reveal that there are some clusters which appear on the BEEM image, but can’t
be seen in the STM image. This is simply a result of the color scale drowning out
features. Clusters which appear in the bottom of valleys may still have an absolute
height which renders as black on the color map.
As will be discussed later, cluster size and density are correlated with oxide
thickness. However, the properties of these clusters are quite similar from sample
to sample. Figure 4.2 shows STM (black) and BEEM (grey) line traces for two
diﬀerent samples. Figure 4.2a is data taken from a Au 110 ˚ A / Cu 12 ˚ A / Co 12
˚ A / Al 8 ˚ A (0.3 mTorr · sec) sample. As you can see, in this case there are two
well deﬁned clusters roughly 5 nm wide. The cluster on the left is approximately
1The Langmuir, L, is sometimes used to describe doses. One Langmuir is equivalent to a
monolayer of gas hitting the surface of a metal and is approximately equal to a dose of 1 µTorr
· sec.85
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Figure 4.2: Simultaneous STM (black) and BEEM (grey) scope traces of clusters
on alumina for: Au 110 ˚ A / Cu 12 ˚ A / Co 12 ˚ A / Al 8 ˚ A (0.3 mTorr · sec) (a)
and 110 ˚ A / Cu 12 ˚ A / Co 12 ˚ A / Al 8 ˚ A (lab air for one hour)(b). In thinner
oxides (a), clusters appear on the surface as pancake shaped puddles of oxygen 2.5
- 7.5 ˚ A tall (1-3 monolayers) and roughly 10 times as wide. These clusters always
correspond to depression in the BEEM signal. On thicker oxides (b), the clusters
have the same general shape, but cover a greater percentage of the surface. In
these cases the peaks in the BEEM signals correspond to areas where the alumina
is exposed.86
5 ˚ A tall, and the one on the right is about half that size corresponding to two and
one monolayers of oxygen respectively. To within our ability to measure, clusters
on every sample share these features. They are predominately pancake shaped
puddles of oxygen 1-3 monolayers thick and about 10 times wider than they are
tall. Likewise, the BEEM signals associated with the clusters show up as ﬂat
depressions directly correlated with raised areas in the STM image. Figure 4.2b
contains data from a sample with a much thicker oxide ( 110 ˚ A / Cu 12 ˚ A / Co
12 ˚ A / Al 8 ˚ A lab air for one hour). This sample shows that the clusters are, on
average, wider, taller and more closely packed. The cluster on the right hand side
of the image is 3 monolayers tall and nearly 10nm wide. In this sample, instead
of the clusters showing up as depressions in the BEEM trace, the bare alumina
appears as bright spots since the surface is almost entirely covered. As you can
see from these line traces, the clusters are easy to pick out when both the STM
and the BEEM images are examined simultaneously.
This last observation brings us to an important point. The combination of
BEEM and STM is much more powerful than either tool alone. This fact has
proven to be invaluable in the study of the alumina surface. To illustrate this
point consider the STM images in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3a is an image taken by
Kurnosikov et al. [47] at Eindhoven and shows the STM image of a plasma oxidized
sputtered aluminum ﬁlm. Figure 4.3b is a closeup of the sample shown in Figure
4.1 (originally published in ref. [48]). Both STM images show qualitatively the
same features. Clusters, including the very unique features of half clusters which
will be discussed later (circled in each image), cover both ﬁlms. The diﬀerence
in the size scale of each image can be attributed to the smaller sputtered grains
versus the larger evaporated grains. While it is great that these two STM images of
alumina appear qualitatively the same, looking at the STM images alone makes it87
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Figure 4.3: STM images of the alumina surface taken by our group (b) and
Kurnosikov et al. [47] at Eindhoven (a). Both STM images show qualitatively
the same features. including clusters and the very unique features of half clusters.
The smaller grain size seen in (a) is most likely the result of sputtering versus our
larger grains from evaporated Al.88
diﬃcult to determine exactly what those prominent features might be. As a result,
Kurnosikov and his co-workers came up with a much diﬀerent conclusion than we
have as to the nature of the prominent cluster features, and therefore the electrical
structure of the alumina surface. They concluded that these prominent features
were regions of apparent height increase due to a local increase in the DOS. This
interpretation of the data led them to conclude that these spots of increased DOS
were places where the ﬁlm was beginning to fail electrically and that they were in
fact imaging the early stages of dielectric breakdown.
To see how the data could be interpreted in this fashion we need to consider
what happens to the STM tip when it encounters surface features and regions of
increased DOS. In a constant current feedback mode, the STM tip will withdraw
when the tunnel current increases in order maintain the feedback conditions. This
means that the recorded STM image will indicate a tip withdraw when the tip
encounters a feature, the tunnel gap closes and It increases. Because It is exponen-
tially dependant on the tunnel gap, this is usually the dominant eﬀect and is the
reason why STM images are often interpreted as topographic images. However,
a local increase in the density of states will also result in increased It and a tip
withdraw. It is possible for these eﬀects to appear as regions of apparent height
on the surface. To illustrate this, Figure 4.4 shows what the STM image (b) looks
like under the two diﬀerent sample conditions (a). The upper sample in Figure
4.4a has an adsorbate while the lower sample has a small region of increased DOS.
Since the STM line trace in Figure 4.4b is a recording of the tip height, both the
upper and lower images appear qualitatively the same. While arguments can be
made that the DOS eﬀects could not result in such large amplitude apparent height
variations, the bottom line is that the STM picture alone does not always allow
for unambiguous interpretation. This is where the additional data obtained by89
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Figure 4.4: STM (b) and BEEM (c) line traces for the samples shown in (a).
Under constant current feedback conditions a surface adsorbate (upper) and local
region of increased DOS (lower) will result in a tip withdraw and qualitatively look
identical. However a surface adsorbate will result in a decrease of BEEM signal,
while an area of increased DOS will result in an increase in BEEM signal. The
two techniques used together can more accurately determine the nature of features
than either technique alone.90
BEEM comes into play. From our discussion of scattering in the last chapter it is
well established that any kind of scattering results in a greatly attenuated BEEM
signal. A surface adsorbate (Figure 4.4a upper) would have an extra interface and
therefore more scattering. Hence the BEEM signal for a surface adsorbate would
appear as a current depression as shown in the upper line trace of Figure 4.4c. In
contrast to that, a region of locally increased DOS would have better conductivity
and therefore result in an increased BEEM signal as shown in the lower line trace
of Figure 4.4c. Knowing both pieces of information allows us to clearly identify the
clusters as surface adsorbates, where as the authors of reference [47] did not have
the beneﬁt of the BEEM measurements and were susceptible to mis-interpretation.
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Figure 4.5: Scanning under constant current feedback conditions is possible
through a thin insulator as long as the electron relaxation time is faster than
the feedback system. The ability to scan with It = 0.1 nA but not with It = 1 nA
indicates that the lifetime of electrons in oxides states is between 0.1 and 1 nsec.
By this time we have seen several images of the alumina surface. It is a reason-
able question to ask how it is even possible to scan an insulator since It needs to
ﬂow through a conductor. One possibility is that electrons tunnel inject directly
into the conduction band of the oxide and ﬂow into the base electrode. Another
possibility is that electrons tunnel inject into localized states in the oxide and
then relax to the base where it is easily collected. This process is sketched out in91
Figure 4.5. In the ﬁrst case it is straightforward why scanning is possible. The
second case is only possible if the relaxation time is much faster than the STM
feedback acquisition time. As mentioned earlier, feedback for both old and new
BEEM takes place on the order of msec. Typical lifetimes for excited electrons
in such a thin (< 2nm) insulator are on the order of nsec. Clearly the process of
relaxing down to the Fermi surface is fast enough to allow feedback. It is possible
to put a number on this lifetime by considering our typical scanning conditions
(It ≈ 100pA and Vt ≈ −2V). For It = 1nA, one electron arrives at the surface ev-
ery 10−10 sec. That means for It = 100 pA, one electron arrives at the surface
every nsec. Since we can scan with It = 100 pA we can conclude that the lifetime
of electrons in oxide states is less than 1 nsec. Imaging can be done at virtually any
voltage although scanning with a higher It often damages the surface, presumabley
because of charging. Since a value of It = 1nA will usually damage the surface,
we can say that the lifetime of an electron in an oxide state is longer than 0.1
nsec. Of course, as one would expect, the thinner oxides (< 5 ˚ A) can handle the
higher tunnel currents, indicating the lifetimes in thin oxides are shorter than in
the thicker oxides.
Since much about a material can be learned from surface studies, it is important
to be able to distinguish the true surface from adsorbates. Then, once it has been
established that the alumina surface contains these clusters it is possible to begin
accurate characterization, not only of the surface below the clusters, but also of
the clusters themselves.
4.3 Identiﬁcation of the clusters
It may appear that these surface adsorbates are an external item that makes study
of the oxide diﬃcult. They do in fact make measurements a delicate operation,92
but these clusters are an important part of the alumina system. Understanding
the clusters will add insight into both the electronic structure of the alumina as
well as the oxidation process itself.
4.3.1 Cluster mobility
The ﬁrst clue that these clusters were attached to the surface, and not part of the
surface itself, came when watching a series of scans one afternoon. Two consecu-
tive images showed identical features with the sole diﬀerence of an added cluster
in the second. Figure 4.6 shows these particular BEEM images taken from a Au
110 ˚ A /Cu 12˚ A/ Co 12˚ A/ Al 8˚ A which was exposed to 0.3 mTorr · sec of oxy-
gen. Both images were taken over the same location with It = 100 pA and Vt =
-2.8 V. The image in 4.6a was taken 5 minutes before 4.6b. Because we are using
BEEM images, clusters appear as black spots. Although we are not interested in
absolute values of collector current at this point, it turns out looking at BEEM
images makes it easier to identify and follow cluster behavior than looking at STM
images. This is simply due to the fact that the contrast in current is much greater
than the contrast in topography, especially since the alumina surface is rough. The
white circle in Figure 4.6b shows a cluster that does not appear in Figure 4.6a.
Because STM/BEEM are essentially static measurements, it would be impossible
to determine if this cluster moved from another place on the surface, or simply
formed in that spot. It is possible to conclude that these clusters are mobile in the
sense that they can move around and/or form and disappear. Further inspection
of the two images reveals several places where the clusters either formed, or disap-
peared. Some features indicate that the clusters formed, then disappeared during
a few line traces (several seconds). These transforming features appear as partial
clusters. There are two well deﬁned half clusters circled in Figure 4.2a and 4.2b
and a few partial clusters can be seen in Figure 4.6. These are easily identiﬁable93
as features where one or both vertical edges are perfectly straight lines.
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Figure 4.6: Two consecutive BEEM images of a Au 110 ˚ A /Cu 12˚ A/ Co 12˚ A/
Al 8˚ A which was exposed to 0.3 mTorr · sec of oxygen. Both images were taken
over the same location with It = 100 pA and Vt = -2.8 V. The image in (a) was
taken 5 minutes before (b). The only diﬀerence in these images is the presence of
a cluster in (b, white circle) which is not present in (a). This was the ﬁrst evidence
we had that these clusters are mobile.
While there is not hard and fast rule as to what the clusters do and don’t
do, generally clusters tend to form under the tip. This is especially apparent
when taking spectroscopy measurements. In these situations the tip is held at a
ﬁxed location and after a few minutes of taking IVs one is guaranteed to have a
cluster appear eventually. This may be a result of the tip pumping energy into the
system, the clusters requiring excess electrons in order to form, or the migration
of negatively charged clusters to regions of high positive ﬁeld on the surface2. To
test the hypothesis that clusters migrate towards the tip (or form under it) the
2The tip in these measurements has a large negative ﬁeld so the surface just below the tip
will have a large positive ﬁeld.94
following experiment was done. A 50nm x 25nm area was scanned on the sample
shown in Figure 4.6 for several hours at It = 100 pA and Vt= -2.8 V. A wide
image, 150nm x 150nm, was taken of the area before and after the concentrated
scans. The results are shown in Figure 4.7 with (a) being the ’before’ image
and (b) being the ’after’ image. The dashed box indicates the area where the
concentrated scans took place. There is a clear accumulation of clusters under
the area the tip was scanning, lending evidence to the claim that these clusters
are in fact mobile surface adsorbates rather than areas of increased DOS. Both
STS and BEEM spectroscopy can be employed to further understand the nature
of these clusters. As discussed earlier, one major advantage a BEEM system has
over other techniques is the ability to determine DOS and transport properties
at a very speciﬁc location. Although this will prove to be quite valuable, great
care must be taken when acquiring both STS and BEEM spectra. Charge build
up and burning out the surface are some of the things which can happen,however
the main problem is the mobility of clusters. While taking spectra over the bare
alumina surface, clusters can appear under the tip during a measurement. On the
same note, while taking spectra over a cluster it can disappear leaving the nature
of what each curve measured undetermined. Although it is tedious, the one way
to work around this intrinsic diﬃculty is to verify the nature of the surface with a
line scan, take about a minute worth of data, then verify the nature of the surface
again. This process can be repeated to obtain good statistics for signal averaging
and the instant the surface changes the measurements can be stopped. The plots in
Figure 4.8 were taken using this technique. 4.8a shows the DOS results taken over
the alumina (solid) and a cluster (dashed). To begin with, the alumina has states
to within .5 eV of the Fermi energy. Beyond this, signal to noise became to small
to distinguish any features. Conversely, the cluster clearly shows no states below95
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Figure 4.7: The mobility of the clusters is demonstrated in these before and after
BEEM images of a Si(111)/Au (11 nm)/Cu (1.2 nm)/Co (1.2 nm)/Al (0.8nm) that
was exposed to 0.3 mTorr·sec of high purity O2. The image in (a) was taken with
It = 0.1 nA and Vt = -3.0V and shows a uniform density of clusters. The image
in (b) was taken at the identical location with the identical parameters as (a), but
after scanning the 50 x 25 nm2 area (inside the dashed box) for several hours, and
shows the accumulation of clusters in the region where the STM was scanning.96
1.5 eV above the Fermi energy. While it may not be obvious, the data in 4.8b
agrees completely with this observation. Injection into the alumina (solid) results
in a typical BEEM IV with a turn on at the Au/Si Schottky barrier of .81 eV. This
metallic behavior is what one should expect since the oxygen exposure is 100 times
lower than that required to create a full barrier [49]. The cluster performance is
a little more interesting. The turn on appears at the same −Vt = .81 V as the
solid line and it begins to look as if the two curves will follow each other. At −Vt
= 1.5 V however the amplitude quickly dies oﬀ. We know from the images that
the clusters must have a lower collector current at −Vt ≈ 2.0 V since they appear
as dark areas in the BEEM images. The roll oﬀ is explained by considering the
condition of constant It during BEEM spectroscopy. Initially, the tip cannot inject
It into the cluster because there are no states available (4.8a). Therefore It must
be delivered to the alumina below the cluster or directly to the Al underneath the
oxide. This is why the two BEEM spectra appear identical below −Vt = 1.5 V.
Once −Vt > 1.5 V the tip is able to inject into cluster states. The low value of Ic
at the cluster sites indicates that the states in the cluster are highly localized and
do not extend into the alumina underneath. This is further veriﬁcation that these
clusters are indeed surface adsorbates. To identify the nature of these chemisorbed
clusters we ﬁrst consider the experimental conditions in which they appear. The
density of clusters found on the surface increases with increasing oxygen exposure,
as does the oxide thickness. While newly deposited, un-oxidized Al has no clusters,
samples exposed to high oxygen doses or to the atmosphere show nearly complete
coverage. Certainly in the latter case a number of gases could chemisorb onto the
alumina surface, but in the cases where the clusters appear when dry oxygen is
admitted into UHV chambers which have with a base pressure < 3 × 10−10 Torr,
the reasonable choices are reduced to atomic and molecular oxygen. Finally, these97
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Figure 4.8: Spectroscopy data taken over a cluster (dashed) and the bare oxide
surface (solid) for a Si(111)/Au (11 nm)/Cu (1.2 nm)/Co (1.2 nm)/Al (0.8nm)
sample exposed to 0.3 mTorr·sec of high purity O2. (a) shows the diﬀerential
logarithmic conductivity (proportional to the density of states). (b) shows BEEM
spectroscopy taken over the same locations.98
surface clusters, while stable in UHV at 300 K, are also quite mobile, indicating
that the binding energy of this chemisorbed oxygen is somewhat less than 1 eV.
An analytical scanning transmission electron microscopy study of oxygen con-
tained in nanopores that have been formed in amorphous alumina tunnel-barrier
layers by radiation damage[10], which locally reduces the oxide and diﬀuses the Al
away from the electron beam, is helpful in identifying the absorbed species. Elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)[10, 50] has shown that this oxygen exhibits
the spectrum seen previously in X-ray near-edge absorption measurements of the
“superoxide” formed by chemisorbing oxygen onto alkali metal surfaces[51]. Here
the superoxide consists of O
−
2 ionically bonded to the alkali surface. The EELS
study of the oxygen in the nanopores in the radiation-damaged tunnel-barrier re-
veals that its lowest unoccupied electron level, the π∗ orbital, is located 1-2 eV
above the Fermi level of the adjacent electrode. This strongly suggests that the
adsorbed clusters which exhibit the STM and BEEM spectra shown in Fig. 4.8
are composed of O
−
2 with the negative charge indicating an overall negative charge
of unknown magnitude, not exactly one extra electron.
4.3.2 O
−
2 Cluster Variation
The spectra in Figure 4.7 are typical of all clusters. However, even casual inspec-
tion of the images reveals quite a variation in the cluster sizes. It turns out that
while the general behavior of the clusters are the same, the details of their spectra
can be quite varied. Figure 4.9 shows DOS results taken over ﬁve diﬀerent clusters
on three diﬀerent samples. All of the spectra show DOS that don’t begin until
−Vt >1 V. Some have states starting at −Vt = 1.2 V (open circles) while others
don’t seem to turn on until almost 2V (short dash). There is no correlation be-
tween the properties of an individual cluster and its size, position on the underlying
alumina, alumina thickness or the density in which clusters form around it. There99
must, of course, be a reason the O
−
2 clusters behave diﬀerently. It is possible that
clusters with diﬀerent amounts of excess electrons have DOS turn ons at diﬀerent
values. The more free electrons present on the cluster, the harder it is to inject
another. Of course if charge density plays a role into how hard it is to add an
electron, both the excess charge and total cluster volume would be important. If
one wanted to seriously study these oxygen cluster nanoparticles, their mobility
would need to be decreased. Low temperature measurements would certainly be
useful.
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Figure 4.9: The DOS results from STS measurements taken over ﬁve diﬀerent
clusters from three diﬀerent samples showing the variability in DOS turn-on. Some
have states starting at −Vt = 1.2 V (open circles) while others don’t seem to turn
on until almost 2V (short dash).
Because the DOS turn on points vary from cluster to cluster, it is possible to
observe cluster camouﬂaging at diﬀerent voltages for diﬀerent clusters. Cluster
camouﬂaging occurs when one scans with −Vt lower than the DOS turn on point.
Under these conditions the tip tunnels directly into the alumina surface and no
cluster eﬀect is seen in the BEEM image. Another way to think about this is to100
look at Figure 4.8b. There is a point between −Vt = 0 and −Vt ≈ 1.3V where
the alumina curve and the cluster curve appear nearly identical. In this region,
scanning over the cluster would not produce contrast in the BEEM image. Hence,
the cluster is camouﬂaged. Figure 4.10 shows an example of this for a diﬀerent
area on the same sample used for Figure 4.7. The images are shown in order of
increasing −Vt with values of 1.5 V, 1.8 V and 2.5 V for (a),(b) and (c) respectively.
The white circle in 4.10b indicates a cluster that was camouﬂaged in 4.10b and
the black circle indicates a cluster that was camouﬂaged in both (a) and (b). The
surface images corresponding to (a),(b) and (c) look identical which indicates that
these clusters did not spontaneously form. In addition, the order in which they
were scanned was (b),(a),(c). This eliminates the possibility that the cluster in (b)
formed after scanning (a). An image with −Vt = 2.5 V was taken prior to the three
images shown and looks identical to (c). All of the physics that explains cluster
camouﬂaging is contained in Figure 4.8. The point of mentioning it here is to make
the reader aware of these artifacts. Additionally, one could study camouﬂaging in
a series of images to determine DOS turn ons for a large number of clusters which
could be statistically analyzed. This would certainly be quicker to do for a large
number of clusters than taking individual IVs.
4.4 Oxidation and clusters
By this point in the chapter the reader is well aware of the general appearance of
alumina surfaces. But what role do these clusters play in the oxidation process and
why do they adhere to the surface? To answer both of those questions let us con-
sider the process of low temperature oxidation as described by Mott and Cabrera
[52] and shown in Figure 4.11. Oxygen molecules (O2) land on the aluminum sur-
face (a). Since aluminum is a great reducer, and of course oxygen a great oxidizer,101
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Figure 4.10: Because the DOS for diﬀerent clusters turns on at diﬀerent voltages,
clusters can appear hidden when the tip bias is less than the turn on energy. Above
are three BEEM images from the same sample used in Figure 4.7. The tip bias
for each image was -1.5 V, -1.8 V and -2.5 V for (a),(b) and (c) respectively. The
white circle in 4.10b indicates a cluster that was camouﬂaged in 4.10b and the
black circle indicates a cluster that was camouﬂaged in both (a) and (b). The
order in which they were scanned was (b),(a),(c) which eliminates the possibility
that the cluster in (b) formed after scanning (a).102
the ﬁrst monolayer of alumina quickly forms (b). The next O2 molecules that land
on the surface are also in search of electrons (c). However since the aluminum is
already bonded, a new source of electrons must be found. In the Mott-Cabrera [52]
model, electrons will tunnel to the oxygen molecule and ﬁll all unoccupied states
in order to raise the chemical potential of the molecule to the Fermi energy of the
alumina. The presence of the now negatively charged molecules on the surface
creates and electric ﬁeld (d). The smaller, lighter aluminum atoms then diﬀuse
through the alumina along this ﬁeld (e). Once there is a fresh source of aluminum,
more oxide can form (f). This process has several striking features. One feature is
that since the electric ﬁeld will be strongest where the oxide is thinner, the oxide
grows more quickly in the thin spots. This will result in a relatively uniform oxide.
A second feature about this model is that as the oxide gets thicker, the aluminum
diﬀusion will drastically slow down and the oxidation rate will self limit between
15 ˚ A and 20 ˚ A [17]. It is this property of the oxidation process that will give us
insight into the role of the clusters.
4.4.1 Cluster density and oxide thickness
To begin, consider the oxygen molecules landing on an inert surface such as gold,
they would quickly obtain electrons to balance the Fermi levels as described above.
Even though the oxygen molecules would now have an overall negative charge, a
metal such as gold would quickly screen any such charge and there would be no net
ﬁeld to hold the molecules on. Eventually these molecules would desorb into the
UHV surroundings leaving the surface bare, which is what is observed. In alumina
the situation is very diﬀerent. XPS studies have shown that the alumina formed in
by room temperature thermal oxidation of deposited alumina has oxygen vacancies
[53]. As with SiO2, these vacancies will result in ﬁxed positive charge in the oxide
above the Fermi energy. When the oxygen molecule lands on the surface it has103
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Figure 4.11: The oxidation process of alumina. Oxygen molecules (O2) land on
the aluminum surface (a). The ﬁrst monolayer of alumina quickly forms (b). The
next O2 molecules that land on the surface are also in search of electrons (c). The
presence of the now negatively charged molecules on the surface creates an electric
ﬁeld (d). The smaller, lighter aluminum atoms then diﬀuse through the alumina
along this ﬁeld (e). Once there is a fresh source of aluminum, more oxide can form
(f).104
states below the Fermi level of the base. This will result in a ﬂow of electrons
from the metal, through the oxide and into the oxygen molecule until equilibrium
is established [52]. Figure 4.12a shows the energy diagram for this process. The
positive vacancy states and the negatively charged oxygen molecule now have a
quasi ionic bond. The π∗ states measured by STS are shown above the Fermi level
in the Figure 4.12a.
The thickness of the oxide will determine the amount of ﬁxed charge per unit
area, σ. Assuming the charge per unit volume of the the oxide is constant, the
thicker the oxide, the greater σ. Since the Coulomb repulsion of the negatively
charged molecule will act to break it apart, and σ will act to hold the cluster
together, the thicker oxides should be able to support larger more closely packed
clusters. Figure 4.12 (b) and (c) illustrate this point. The thinner oxide (b) has
less ﬁxed charge under the the cluster than the thicker oxide (c). Hence (c) can
support a larger cluster than (b).
If the oxide is thin, one of two things can happen. Either the aluminum is
still mobile through the oxide and the oxidation process continues, or all of the
aluminum is used up and the alumina remains thin, limited by the initial source
of aluminum. In this second case, even though the oxygen molecule absorbs an
electron and leaves a hole vacancy in the the alumina, electrons can tunnel into
that vacancy from the metal electrode underneath. This would neutralize the
quasi ionic bond eﬀect and the oxygen molecules would be free to release into the
vacuum environment. What is observed experimentally suggests that this is in fact
the case.
Figure 4.13 contains BEEM data from an all metallic (a) sample and a sample
with a very thin oxide (b). Figure 4.13a shows a 125nm x 125nm BEEM image
of a Au 110 ˚ A /Cu 12˚ A/ Co 12˚ A/ Al 4˚ A sample that has not been exposed to105
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Figure 4.12: When an oxygen molecule lands on the surface of the oxide it will
have empty states below the fermi energy [52](a). Electrons will ﬂow from the
metal, through the oxide and into the molecule until the chemical potential is at
equilibrium (large arrow). Once at equilibrium, the molecule is negatively charged
and will be attracted by the ﬁxed positive charge in the oxide. For thin oxides
(b), there is less charge per unit area (assuming uniform charge per unit volume)
below a cluster than for thicker oxides (c). Hence the thicker oxides can support
larger clusters since the ﬁxed charge counteracts the tendency for the clusters to
break apart due to Coulomb repulsion.106
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Figure 4.13: BEEM images of a Au 110 ˚ A /Cu 12˚ A/ Co 12˚ A/ Al 4˚ A sample
before (a) and after 1400 mTorr · sec exposure to oxygen. The image was taken
with It= 1nA, and Vt = -1.5V. The background current in nearly identical in both
images (1.1 pA (a), 1 pA (b)) and the oxidized ﬁlm supports very few clusters. XPS
measurements [53]indicate that although oxides this thin do now show the presence
of clusters, a large percentage of the surface is covered by chemisorbed oxygen. This
suggests that either the clusters are too small (laterally) to be resolved by BEEM
or suﬃciently thin that the STM tip tunnels directly to the sample underneath.107
oxygen. The image was taken with It= 1nA, and Vt = -1.5V. The mean value of
Ic = 1.1 pA and is shown on a black = 0, white = 3 pA grey scale. Figure 4.13b
shows the identical sample after a 1400 mTorr · sec exposure to oxygen. The scan
parameters and grey scale are identical. The mean collector current of 1 pA is only
slightly less than the non-oxidized case. While the dose is nearly identical to that
received by the sample in Figure 4.1, there are far fewer clusters. For this thickness
of alumina, 1400 mTorr · sec certainly would react with all the Al creating a layer
of oxide between 6 and 7 ˚ A 3. Although there are only a few clusters visible in the
image, XPS studies [53] have shown that for oxides this thin, there is still a large
amount of chemisorbed oxygen. This suggests that the model described in Figure
4.12 is valid and the thinner oxides support molecule clusters too small (laterally)
to be resolved by BEEM or suﬃciently thin that the STM tip tunnels directly to
the sample underneath the oxide.
As for the eﬀect of thicker oxides on cluster density, consider Figure 4.14 which
contains 100nm x 50nm images from three samples with increasing oxide thick-
nesses. Each aluminum layer was deposited on a multilayer consisting of 110 ˚ A
/Cu 12˚ A/ Co 12˚ A. The top aluminum layer and dose are as follows. 7 ˚ A - 0.3
mTorr · sec(a), 7 ˚ A - 1200 mTorr ·sec (b), and 20 ˚ A 6.3 × 105Torr · sec (c). The
dose in the last sample was achieved by exposing the sample to lab air for one
hour. The images clearly show a trend from fewer small clusters, to larger more
densely packed clusters as the oxide thickness increases. In 4.14c the surface is
almost entirely covered and the bare spots of alumina seem to be the exception
rather than the rule. In theory, one could make a series of samples where alu-
minum was thought to be the limiting factor (i.e. thin ﬁlms with very high O2
doses) as a calibration set Then by comparing the cluster density of very thick
3The thickness of the oxide is roughly 1.4 times the thickness of the aluminum ﬁlm when all
the aluminum is consumed [10]108
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Figure 4.14: BEEM images for Al grown on 110 ˚ A /Cu 12˚ A/ Co 12˚ A multilayers.
The top aluminum layer and dose are as follows. 7 ˚ A - 0.3 mTorr · sec(a), 7 ˚ A -
1200 mTorr ·sec (b), and 20 ˚ A 6.3×105Torr · sec (c). The dose in the last sample
was achieved by exposing the sample to lab air for one hour. The images clearly
show a trend from fewer small clusters, to larger more densely packed clusters as
the oxide thickness increases.109
(4 nm or more) aluminum ﬁlms exposed to varying amounts of O2, a relationship
between the oxide thickness and the dose could be made. In practice this would be
a diﬃcult task since the ﬁrst few monolayers of oxide form nearly instantaneously
and the very thick oxides are almost completely covered.
4.5 Summary
The examination of the alumina surface ended up providing a rich source of in-
formation not only about the electronic structure of the oxide, but also about the
oxidation process itself. Through use of combined BEEM and STM, the alumina
surface can be shown to contain a sea of O
−
2 clusters. The density of these clusters
corresponds to the overall oxygen dose, and therefore oxide thickness. The thicker
the oxide, the more clusters accumulate.
This observation allows us to see, as well as anyone can, the oxidation process
at work. The Mott-Cabrera model of oxidation is supported by the accumulation
of oxygen on the surface as the negatively charged molecules await reaction from Al
ions buried below the oxide. The electric ﬁeld formed between the two is suﬃcient
to keep the clusters attached, but weak enough to allow them to move.
It may be possible to use the fact that cluster density is proportional to thick-
ness to measure oxide growth vs. dose by comparing ﬁlms with Al as the limiting
reagent with ﬁlms that have an inﬁnite supply of Al and varying oxygen doses.CHAPTER 5
Hot Electron Transport Through Alumina
5.1 Introduction
In the last chapter I reported the results from directly probing the surface of the
alumina. These measurements helped us learn about the formation of the oxide,
the interaction of oxygen and alumina at the interface, and DOS information of
the alumina itself. This chapter will investigate the transport of ballistic current
through alumina tunnel junction structures.
Much of the data and qualitative results of the buried tunnel junction BEEM
experiments performed by myself, W.H. Rippard and R.A. Buhrman are already
published elsewhere [34, 18]. Instead of repeating what has already been written,
I will simply summarize the major results of these studies before talking in detail
about the ballistic transport properties of alumina in MTJ structures.
To begin with, all of the MTJs that have been studied in this thesis are of the
following form, Si(111) / Au / Cu / Co / alumina / Co / Cu. The Au (usually 75
˚ A) on Si forms the Schottky barrier that is required to do BEEM. The bottom Cu
layer, usually 12 ˚ A , is used to seed the Co growth. The top Cu layer (30 ˚ A) has
two purposes. The ﬁrst was insure there was no spin polarized tunneling. In the-
ory tunneling directly into the Co should polarize the tunnel current, although no
eﬀect of this sort has ever been detected in our system. The primary importance
of the top Cu layer is to slow the eﬀects of aging on the sample. Samples with
Co on top tend to have shorter shelf life in the chamber due to the more reactive
110111
nature of Co vs. Cu. For all practical purposes Cu coated samples live indeﬁnitely
in UHV. The Co / alumina / Co trilayer is the magnetic tunnel junction that we
want to probe. Because Co has a relatively short attenuation length [49], 12 ˚ A of
Co is used above and below the alumina. Finally the alumina is made the same
way as in earlier chapters. Typically 5-20 ˚ A of Al is deposited and then oxidized
with a known amount of oxygen.
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Figure 5.1: Ic vs. Vt for MTJ geometry samples with Al thicknesses ranging from
5 to 11 ˚ A and doses spanning 7 orders of magnitude. The thickness of the oxide is
clearly diﬀerent in all of these samples but in each case, likely falling somewhere
between 7 and 16 ˚ A. The lack of thickness dependence is a clear sign that we are
not measuring tunneling.
The major results of the previous studies were that only 5 ˚ A of deposited Al
and 30 mTorr · sec of O2 exposure were needed to form a spatially complete tunnel
junction. Any sample with an Al layer thicker than 5 ˚ A and an oxygen dose greater
than 30 mTorr · sec would result in BEEM images and spectra that were nearly
identical. Figure 5.1 shows a summary of BEEM spectra taken for samples with112
Al thicknesses ranging from 5 to 11 ˚ A and doses spanning 7 orders of magnitude.
As already mentioned before, the thickness of the oxide is clearly diﬀerent in all
of these samples but in each case most likely falls somewhere between 7 and 16
˚ A. The IVs shown in Figure 5.1 don’t only apply to the samples shown, but to
any buried alumina sample which had the same metallic multilayers, regardless of
Al thickness and oxygen dose. This signature signal earned the name ubiquitous
BEEM or simply uBEEM.
The lack of thickness dependence lead us to several major conclusions about our
results. One was that the uBEEM signal was clearly not due to tunneling in any
way shape or form since that would be highly thickness dependent. A second result
was that the attenuation length of electrons transporting through the alumina was
longer than could be measured by the range of thickness we probed (5-20 ˚ A).
Lastly, ﬁts to a two barrier model indicated that there was a threshold at 1.2 eV
which was interpreted as the lowest energy point of the alumina conduction band
above the Fermi energy of the sample.
In February of 2003 data was taken that threatened this last result. In this
chapter I will discuss the old interpretation, the new data and put together, as
complete as possible, a picture of what causes the uBEEM signal.
5.2 The original picture of transport in alumina
5.2.1 The two barrier model
All of the original work described above was done by probing the system with
injected electrons (negative tip bias). In doing so the original picture of the alumina
system was modelled as a two barrier system. The energy diagram of which is
shown in Figure 5.2. This simple model treats the alumina as an insulator with a
conduction band Φox above the Fermi energy of the metal leads that surround it.113
Assuming free electron behavior in all of the materials, the transmission through
the alumina and into the collector can be written as follows:
ε − Φox
Ef + ε
·
ε − ΦB
Ef + ε
(5.1)
Equation 5.1 can then be integrated from Φox to eVt for every value of Vt > Φox.
Allowing Φox to be a free parameter produced excellent ﬁts to the data. Figure 5.3
shows the two barrier ﬁt (+) to a tunnel junction sample with a 6 ˚ A deposited
aluminum ﬁlm exposed to 54 torr · sec of O2. For comparison, data from an
unoxidized sample is shown along with the single barrier Ludeke-Bauer Model (o)
from equation 3.16. In the case of the alumina sample, Φox was found to be 1.2
V which is what we published [18, 54]. Treating the system as a simple free
eVt ￿ox
Ef
￿B
e-
metal
alumina
Si tip
Figure 5.2: The original two barrier model. The alumina is treated as an insula-
tor with a conduction band Φox above the Fermi energy of the metal leads that
surround it.
electron transport problem accomplished a few things. It explained the threshold
at 1.2 V and correctly described the energy dependence. The former of these two is
important since in Chapter 3 it was pointed out that no amount of elastic electron-114
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Figure 5.3: The two barrier ﬁt (+) to a tunnel junction sample with a 6 ˚ A de-
posited aluminum ﬁlm exposed to 54 torr · sec of O2. For comparison, data from
an unoxidized sample is shown along with the single barrier Ludeke-Bauer Model
(o) from equation 3.16. In the case of the alumina sample, Φox was found to be
1.2 eV.
electron scattering can change the apparent turn on voltage. However the simple
free electron picture would predict that the ratio of BEEM to sBEEM signal should
be the same as for a free electron metal. Therein lies the rub.
5.2.2 Breakdown of the two barrier model
In early 2003, it was pointed out to us by J.P. Pelz of Ohio State that the signal we
observed, and the apparent 1.2 eV turn on could be due to photo induced BEEM.
The Ohio State data was eventually published in ref. [55] and shows that photons
can be created at the vacuum - metal interface by plasmon relaxation and these
photons can generate a photo current in the Au-Si diode. The turn on then is
due to the band gap of Si which is 1.1 eV, close to our measured turn on. Photon
BEEM (pBEEM) would predict two things with regard to the uBEEM signal.
The ﬁrst is that the positive and negative BEEM signal should be much closer in115
magnitude than BEEM and sBEEM. The second prediction is that changing the
substrate should alter the signal. Speciﬁcally, using GaAs with a direct band gap
of 1.5 eV should yield a substantially diﬀerent energy dependence.
In order to check the nature of the uBEEM signal, a typical tunnel junction
was grown with Co leads of 12 ˚ A each, and a 10 ˚ A Al layer exposed to 4.5 Torr
· sec of O2. Positive and negative tip data was taken and the results are shown in
Figure 5.4. The striking symmetry in the forward and reverse signal was instant
proof that the simple two barrier model had failed.
Given the fact that photons had contributed to the data in ref [55], we began to
test whether or not a photon contribution could be a possible source. One striking
diﬀerence in the data reported by Heller and Pelz, and our uBEEM signals is that
the pBEEM data was an order of magnitude lower in signal than uBEEM. The
pBEEM signal level of 3 fA/nA at 1.5 V is consistent with the known eﬃciencies
of the process involved[56, 38]. Additionally, photon production eﬃciencies and
energy dependence should be highly tip dependent [56], which is not something we
ever observed in the uBEEM signal.
The substrate dependence was checked by growing a Au 75 ˚ A / Al 15 ˚ A 14
Torr · sec / Au 75 ˚ A sample on GaAs (100). Both forward and negative tip data
were taken and found to be symmetric, however in order to obtain better signal
to noise, negative tip data was collected overnight and is shown in Figure 5.5.
Although the energy dependence is slightly diﬀerent than uBEEM, there is clearly
signal below the 1.5 eV direct band gap of GaAs. The diﬀerence in shape between
using a Si substrate and GaAs substrate can be explained by the diﬀerent Schottky
barrier values (0.9 eV for Au on GaAs). This is further proof that the uBEEM
signal is produced by electron collection, not photon collection.116
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Figure 5.4: Positive and negative bias Ic vs. Vt for a Si(111) / Au 85 ˚ A / Cu 12 ˚ A
/ Co 12 ˚ A / Al 10 ˚ A - 10 Torr · sec / Co 12 ˚ A / Cu 30 ˚ A. The striking symmetry
in the forward and reverse signal proves that the simple two barrier model is not
suﬃcient to explain the MTJ results.
5.2.3 Ruling out bulk electron-electron scattering
From chapter 3 we know that the positive tip signal decays more slowly than the
negative tip signal (Figure 3.17a) for electron-electron (e-e) scattering processes.
Depending on initial conditions these signals may or may not intersect before
signal to noise becomes too low. It seems reasonable then to include multiple
elastic scattering events on the list of possible explanations for uBEEM.
However there is one major indicator that e-e scattering alone cannot be re-
sponsible for the uBEEM signal. One of the conclusions from Chapter 3 is that
while scattering has a strong eﬀect on signal level, it has only a minor eﬀect on
the energy dependence. This is only seen in the curvature of the negative tip Ic
vs. Vt. No amount of scattering can cause a shift in the turn on voltage for either
tip bias. Since there is certainly a shift in the turn on voltage for both the forward117
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Figure 5.5: Ic vs. Vt for a Au 75 ˚ A / Al 15 ˚ A 14 Torr · sec / Au 75 ˚ A sample on
GaAs (100). Forward and negative tip data were taken and found to be symmetric,
however in order to obtain better signal to noise, negative tip data was collected
overnight. The signal below the 1.5 eV direct band gap of GaAs is further proof
that the uBEEM signal is produced by electron collection, not photon collection.
This data was taken during a period when the old BEEM op-amp was incorrectly
calibrated. The true data should be higher by roughly a factor of 2.
and reverse signal, bulk e-e scattering apparently cannot be used to explain the
uBEEM signal.
5.3 The picture of alumina transport
5.3.1 Evolution of the sBEEM signal
We know from previous work (Figure 5.3) how the negative tip signal evolves from
an unoxidized tunnel junction sample to one where the barrier is complete. Since
no sBEEM measurements were made on such devices during the original studies,
it is reasonable to study how the sBEEM signal evolves as the alumina begins to
form.
Figure 5.6 shows the BEEM and sBEEM signal from an unoxidized MTJ mul-118
tilayer. From the bottom up the metal layers are Au 85 ˚ A / Cu 12 ˚ A / Co 12
˚ A / Al 6 ˚ A / Co 12 ˚ A / Cu 30 ˚ A. The BEEM signal is of course metallic, with
the 0.8 V Schottky turn on. The sBEEM signal is however, uBEEM. The ampli-
tude is just under an order of magnitude greater, but the energy dependence is
identical. Figure 5.7 shows the two signals laid on top of each other. The scale
for the metallic data (o) is on the left and the oxide data (x) is on the right. The
two signals are surprisingly similar, each showing a very deﬁnite delay in the turn
on voltage. It is diﬃcult to conclude then, that the delayed turn on seen in both
the BEEM and sBEEM measurements of MTJs is a result of any band structure
properties of the oxide. Speciﬁcally the data in Figure 5.7 clearly indicates that
overcoming a barrier height is not necessary to produce a delayed turn on as there
are no barriers in the all metal samples.
5.3.2 Inelastic scattering and the sBEEM signal
We know that the sBEEM signal can only be generated by a scattering process,
therefore we need to look for a scattering process that results in a shifted threshold.
In a metallic sample, where there is no barrier, this can be achieved through a
scattering process where energy is lost to something other than the electrons.
Up until this point, all of the scattering that we have dealt with has been e-e
as per the Bell-Kaiser description of sBEEM [43]. However, consider the process
shown in Figure 5.8. This ﬁgure is a reproduction of Figure 3.4 with the inter-
mediate holes removed. If the scattering process involves an energy loss (L), then
the ﬁnal energy of the ejected electron cannot be greater than |E0 − L| above the
Fermi energy. One can anticipate that the loss of energy in a scattering process
like this will certainly result in a shifted threshold. Of course, to quantitatively119
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Figure 5.6: Ic vs. Vt for a Au 85 ˚ A / Cu 12 ˚ A / Co 12 ˚ A / Al 6 ˚ A / Co 12 ˚ A /
Cu 30 ˚ A. The BEEM signal is of course metallic, with the 0.8 V Schottky turn on.
The sBEEM signal has a diﬀerent magnitude but identical energy dependence to
uBEEM indicating that the sBEEM signal does not evolve like the BEEM signal,
and no barrier is required for the delayed turn-on. This data was taken during
a period when the old BEEM op-amp was incorrectly calibrated. The true data
should be higher by roughly a factor of 2.
work out the eﬀects of energy loss we need to start from energy and momentum
conservation and work out what the equivalent of equations 3.13 and 3.14 for an
arbitrary amount of energy loss in the process. Doing so result in the following
equations for the branching ratios:
BRh→e = Const.
2Ef−E−E0
(E0−Ef)2− L2
2
(5.2)
BRe→e = Const.
E0−E−L
(E0−Ef)2− L2
2
(5.3)
Here, equations 5.2 and 5.3 are the energy loss versions of 3.13 and 5.3 respec-
tively. As with the 3.13 and 3.14, these equations can be used for electron to hole
scattering (5.2) and hole to hole scattering (5.3). Since all of these samples are
made on Au/Si diodes, the Schottky barrier height is ﬁxed to 0.8 eV. Therefore,120
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Figure 5.7: The positive bias signals from Figures 5.4 (x - right hand axis) and 5.6
(o - left hand axis) laid on top of each other. The energy dependence of the two
signals are identical, each showing a very deﬁnite delay in the turn on voltage.The
data labelled with an ’o’ was taken during a period when the old BEEM op-amp
was incorrectly calibrated. The true data should be higher by roughly a factor of
2.
the only ﬁt parameters for the positive tip signal are the energy loss (L), and a scale
factor. The results of ﬁtting the sBEEM signal for the unoxidized MTJ multilayer
is shown in Figure 5.9. The ﬁts are quite good out to 2.5 V for an energy loss of
0.2 eV. For the negative tip data however, this energy loss during the scattering
process must also occur if we assume that the electrons and holes behave the same
way in a metal. Looking at the actual spectra in Figure 5.6 reveals that in fact
there is no sign of a shifted threshold for negative tip bias. This should not be
surprising though since it was shown in Chapter 3 that even if a small amount of
the injected electron distributions remains after scattering, thus this will dominate
the collector current in comparison to the contribution from the scattered elec-
trons. We can now generate a complete model that is used for both the unoxidized
samples and the fully oxidized MTJ structures.
For positive tip signals, a single inelastic scattering event is all that is needed.121
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Figure 5.8: A reproduction of Figure 3.4 with the intermediate holes removed.
If the scattering process involves an energy loss (L), then the ﬁnal energy of the
ejected electron cannot be greater than |E0 − L| above the Fermi energy. This will
cause a shift in the threshold.
Figure 5.9 shows the ﬁt to the unoxidized MTJ multilayer, and Figure 5.7 suggests
this will work ﬁne for oxidized samples. For the negative tip signal, we use a single
electron - electron scattering event with energy loss as described above, however
some amount of the injected signal is allowed to leak through unscattered. The
ballistic distribution ratio, Dr, is then deﬁned as:
Dr =
Number of Unscattered Ballistic Electrons
Number of Scattered Ballistic Electrons
(5.4)
The total electron distribution that is used in calculating the collector current
using equation 3.16 is then described as (Distribution after one inelastic scattering
event + Dr· Injected Distribution). Using this ﬁtting formula, the dual polarity
BEEM spectra can be ﬁt at once with a single value of L. The results are shown
in Figure 5.10. In this ﬁt I have ﬁxed the value of L to 0.21 eV which was what
yielded the best ﬁts when only the positive curves were used. The negative tip
side then yields a value of Dr = 6.2. This means that for every electron in the
collected distribution that has scattered, six electrons have not been scattered at122
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Figure 5.9: The best ﬁt (solid line) to the positive tip data (circles) from Figure
5.6. using an inelastic scattering process. The ﬁt used a ﬁxed Schottky barrier of
0.8 eV and two free parameters, the energy loss and a scale factor. The energy loss
for the hole to electron scattering process here was 0.2 eV. This data was taken
during a period when the old BEEM op-amp was incorrectly calibrated. The true
data should be higher by roughly a factor of 2.
all. Since the injected distribution always contributes electrons of higher energy
which are collected more eﬃciently, it will always dominate the shape of the BEEM
spectra until Dr is substantially less than one. As we shall see, changes in energy
dependence come when Dr is varied by orders of magnitude. For metallic bases,
any value of Dr greater than one properly explains the data. As one would expect
from a metallic base, completely ignoring the scattered signal (Dr → ∞) will ﬁt the
data well however using values of Dr below 1 will not. One thing to note is that a
separate scale factor was used for the forward and reverse signal. As stated before,
many of the constants involved in the scattering process have not been calculated
(the solid angle contribution in equation 3.4 for example). This prevents us from
extracting useful information from the pre-factors. Instead they are used to simply
adjust the magnitude of the calculations to ﬁt the data.123
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Figure 5.10: Using the energy loss of 0.21 ±.1 eV determined from the data in
Figure 5.9 and a ﬁxed Schottky barrier of 0.8 eV, we can ﬁt the entire positive
and negative tip bias Ic vs. Vt for an unoxidized MTJ sample using three free
parameters (+/- bias scale factors and the ballistic collection ratio, Dr . For the
negative tip data Dr = 6.2. This data was taken during a period when the old
BEEM op-amp was incorrectly calibrated. The true data should be higher by
roughly a factor of 2. For a value of E1/2 = 0.29 eV, the scale factors are 0.0030
and 0.4518 for negative and positive tip respectively.
This same ﬁt function can now be applied to the uBEEM data of Figure 5.4.
The comparison of theory and data for uBEEM is shown in Figure 5.11. Once
again a value of L = 0.21 ±.1 eV is obtained by ﬁtting only the positive tip side.
Then a value of Dr = .0028 is obtained by ﬁtting the entire dual IV. As before, a
separate scale factor for both the positive and negative tip sides are used.
The value of Dr = 0.0028 is quite revealing. It suggests that for every 1000
scattered electrons in the ballistic distribution, three electrons have gone through
the alumina without scattering. It seems that with such a dominant contribution
from the scattered electrons, Dr could simply be set to 0. In fact, that is what
is shown in Figure 5.12. In this ﬁt to the data an energy loss of 0.21 eV is also
used, but Dr = 0. In this ﬁt there is only the slightest discrepancy between the124
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Figure 5.11: Positive and negative bias Ic vs. Vt for a Si(111) / Au 85 ˚ A / Cu 12
˚ A / Co 12 ˚ A / Al 10 ˚ A - 10 Torr · sec / Co 12 ˚ A / Cu 30 ˚ A. Using the same
technique as for the unoxidized sample, the positive tip data alone was used to ﬁt
for an energy loss of 0.21 eV. Then the forward and reverse data was ﬁt at the
same time to determine Dr which had a value of 0.0028. This means that for the
samples with a thin alumina barrier, 3 electrons are collected which don’t scatter
for every 1000 electrons that do. Calculations are the solid line and the circles are
the data. For a value of E1/2 = 0.29 eV, the scale factors are .0291 and .1825 for
negative and positive tip respectively.
data and the model when Vt is in the range of -1.2 and -1.5 V. As stated before
Dr varies over orders of magnitude. For oxides, the data is well described when Dr
is between 0 and 0.01.
The results described above suggest that there is very little direct transport
in the alumina. Instead, the collector current which is measured in alumina sam-
ples is the result of electrons which have undergone an inelastic scattering process.
Initially, when the aluminum has no oxygen exposure, the signal can be thought
of as a combination of both a ballistic (undisturbed initial injection) signal and
the inelastic scattered signal. As the alumina forms, the ballistic contribution is
slowly turned oﬀ until eﬀectively no electrons make it through the oxide without
scattering. To illustrate this point, consider the data shown in Figure 5.13(b) and125
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Figure 5.12: Fixing the energy loss to 0.21 eV and Dr=0 results in good ﬁts (solid
line) to the data (circles). The only discrepancy between the data and the model
is when Vt is between -1.2 and -1.5 V indicating that the direct signal is only
signiﬁcant in this range.
(d) which is a partial reproduction of data taken from reference [18]. The sam-
ple geometry used to obtain data for this ﬁgure were identical to the other MTJ
samples discussed in this chapter with the oxygen doses of the aluminum layers
indicated in the ﬁgure. The data in (d) is a blow up of the data circled in (b). Orig-
inally this data was interpreted as follows: The inclusion of even the smallest dose
of oxygen instantly incorporated scattering centers which attenuated the signal.
Additional oxygen slowly made the alumina more opaque to the electrons until an
oxide ﬁnally formed which only allowed electrons to pass through the material if
their energy exceeded the oxide barrier height. One of the major problems with
this interpretation is that the same result is expected with respect to the positive
tip signal, which is not what is observed. Rather, the positive tip signal (Figure
5.9) indicates that the inelastic process is always in place in these samples.
Under the model that the process is a combination of both a ballistic signal
combined with an inelastic scattering signal, the new interpretation is slightly dif-126
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Figure 5.13: The data shown in (b) and (d) is a partial reproduction of data
taken from reference [18]. The sample geometry used to obtain data for this ﬁgure
were identical to the other MTJ samples discussed in this chapter with the oxygen
doses of the aluminum layers indicated in the ﬁgure. The data in (d) is a blow
up of the data circled in (b). Originally this data was interpreted as the addition
of oxygen slowly made the alumina more opaque to the electrons until an oxide
ﬁnally formed which only allowed electrons to pass through the material if their
energy exceeded the oxide barrier height. Under the model that the process is a
combination of both a ballistic signal combined with an inelastic scattering signal,
the new interpretation is slightly diﬀerent. In this case, as the alumina forms,
the direct signal is gradually turned oﬀ (Dr → 0) until only electrons which have
undergone an inelastic scattering event remain (a) and (c). The values of Dr used
are shown in the legend.127
ferent. In this case, as the alumina forms, the direct signal is gradually turned oﬀ
(Dr → 0) until only electrons which have undergone an inelastic scattering event
remain. This is what is shown in Figures 5.13 (a) and (c). For the unoxidized
aluminum case, a value of Dr=6 is used 1 (dotted line). To parallel the incorpo-
ration of more scattering centers (alumina formation), Dr is reduced to 0.5 (long
dash), 0.05 (solid), and ﬁnally 0 (short dash). The scale factors in the calculations
have been adjusted to match the data. As one can see there is a strong agreement
between what happens in the calculations as Dr → 0 and what happens in the
experiment as the alumina forms.
5.4 The source of inelastic scattering
5.4.1 Phonon excitation
If the scattering process results in an overall energy loss of the hot carriers, then
that energy must go somewhere. Two reasonable candidates for a metallic system
are phonons and plasmons. We can very quickly rule out the idea of plasmon
excitation since for metals, typical plasmon energy are on the order of several volts
[57]. Plasmon processes are relevant when looking at EELS spectra, however the
energetics simply don’t work out in the case where electrons lose a fraction of an eV
during the scattering process. That seems to lead one to conclude that the energy
loss during the inelastic scattering processes must go into phonon processes.
In order to see how a scattering process could excite a phonon, consider the
process shown Figure 5.14. 5.14a shows an ion (open circle) screened by three elec-
trons (dark circles). A hot electron comes in and scatters with one of the screening
electrons (b). Now both electrons are hot and leave a hole in the place of the
original screening electron (c). This leaves the ion temporarily unscreened so both
1Dr=6 was the result of ﬁtting our model to the data shown in Figure 5.10128
the ion and remaining electrons rearrange to re-establish proper screening. The
resulting ion vibration is a possible cause of the energy loss during the scattering of
electrons. The very simple explanation depicted in Figure 5.14 gives an idea of how
b a
c d
Figure 5.14: (a) An ion (open circle) is screened by three electrons (dark circles).
A hot electron comes in and scatters with one of the screening electrons (b). Now
both electrons are hot and leave a hole in the place of the original screening electron
(c). The temporarily unscreened ion and the remaining electrons rearrange to re-
establish proper screening. The resulting ion vibration is a possible cause of the
energy loss during the scattering of electrons.
the scattering of a hot electron can produce a lattice vibration, however the real
picture is vastly more complicated. For starters, Figure 5.14 depicts an situation
which is initially static. The reality is that the electrons are not of course static and
one can only think about the situation in terms of an electron distribution around
each ion. Still, the reality is qualitatively identical. The diﬀerence is that the when
the incoming electron scatters, it will temporarily disturb the electron distribution
and the ion will feel a diﬀerent electric potential. Because the remaining electron
distribution will very quickly return to the initial condition, it is important for the
scattering event to take place faster than the reparative screening.129
Typically, electrons in a metal will screen perturbations on the order of half a
femtosecond2. There is little, if nothing at all, in the literature on how fast the
scattering process is. While one would guess it is also on the order of fractions of
a femtosecond, it is not important to know the exact values. What is important
to know is that the process must be faster than the screening process. I would
argue that this must be the case because if the screening process was faster, the
hot electrons would never scatter. Instead, they would be perpetually screened
and the electrons that they would have otherwise scattered with would be able to
move out of the way.
Phonon excitation energies are also much closer in energy to the observed 0.2
eV energy loss. For example, dispersion curves for acoustical phonons in Al [58]
indicate values of ~ω up to 40meV. This speciﬁc example falls short by a factor
of 5, but there are several possibilities for this. For one thing, there may be more
than one scattering event. This is always possible and one can ﬁt the data using
n=5 for the number of scattering events although the energy dependence begins to
measurable deviate around n=4 (see Chapter 3) for the case of electron injection.
Multiple scattering events does not, however, require the presence of an interface
which will be discussed in the next section.
Another possibility is that the excitations are of optical phonons, rather than
acoustical ones. Optical phonon energies are always greater than acoustical phonon
energies, and the only requirement is that the crystal must have a unit cell with
more than one atom. This is certainly the case when alumina is present, however
it may not be the case in bulk metals. It may be possible though for interfaces to
play a role in this scenario.
2This is eﬀectively the screening length (∼0.5 ˚ A) divided by the Fermi velocity of electrons
in a metal (∼ 106 m/s).130
5.4.2 The role of interfaces
In Chapter 3 it was shown that sBEEM data on gold ﬁlms were correctly described
by the elastic scattering process. In this chapter though, sBEEM in metallic mul-
tilayer ﬁlms clearly showed signs of inelastic scattering indicating that interfaces
play a signiﬁcant role in both the enhancement of scattering as well as the energy
loss process. In fact, nearly every sample with an interface that has been studied
with sBEEM showed signs of an inelastic process. The exception to this is Cu on
Au ﬁlms which behave nearly identical to Au ﬁlms. However it is likely that there
is much diﬀusion of Cu and Au [29] so there is not a clear interface in that case.
As for every other interface, it is not surprising that the presence of an interface
should enhance the amount of scattering. Previous results have shown that in
the case of a Co/Cu interface the BEEM signal is attenuated by a factor of 4
[34] due to band mismatching, hence, increased scattering. Additional scattering
enhancements at an interface may also be due to the increased density of electrons
which are present to balance out the contact potential. In any case, the presence
of an interface certainly increases the amount of scattering. This is seen as both a
reduction of BEEM and an apparent enhancement of sBEEM.
As mentioned earlier, interfaces may also explain how optical phonons can
contribute to the energy loss. In order to better understand this, consider the
simple picture of a real interface shown in Figure 5.15. Figure 5.15a is the cross
sectional view of a two metal interface where there is intermixing. The intermixing
is relatively small, with only one monolayer containing atoms from each type of
metal (indicated by the dashed line). Figure 5.15b shows an idealized version of
what this mixed monolayer indicated by the dotted line in (a) would look like in
the two dimensional plane. In this two dimensional lattice, there is clearly more
than one type of atom per unit cell and thus an optical phonon branch, higher in131
energy than the acoustical phonon branch, will be present.
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Figure 5.15: (a) The cross sectional view of a two metal interface where there is
intermixing. The intermixing is relatively small, with only one monolayer contain-
ing atoms from each type of metal (indicated by the dashed line). (b) A simpliﬁed
version of what the mixed monolayer indicated by the dotted line in (a) would look
like in the two dimensional plane. In this two dimensional lattice, there is clearly
more than one type of atom per unit cell and thus an optical phonon branch, higher
in energy than the acoustical phonon branch, will be present.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we have really pushed the limits of BEEM. It still remains an
unmatched tool for measuring the spatial dependent transport of thin ﬁlms, but
in systems with a large amount of scattering the data is not as straightforward to
interpret as in systems which don’t scatter. A domino eﬀect was triggered when
our original conclusions about the measured barrier height of the alumina barriers
was called into question. Namely, all of the work in Chapter 3 and certainly in
this chapter was in response to trying to understand the details of scattering and
the BEEM signal. Initially I had thought that all of what we had measured was
rendered useless by this smallest of symmetric signals known as uBEEM. While132
humbling, the results forced us to better understand the details of our system.
In fact, our understanding of the scattering process helped us to create a much
simpler explanation of spin scattering which will be discussed in the next chapter.
For the most part the eﬀect of alumina on the ballistic current is understood.
There are just two major points which need further theoretical work. The ﬁrst is
to explain exactly the symmetry of the uBEEM signal. This symmetry has been
observed in alumina barriers, as well as cobalt oxide barriers grown in a similar way.
While scattering is almost certainly the reason behind this, it would be nice to know
the solid angle terms and scattering matrix elements which were ignored in Chapter
3. Finally, a more thorough description of the inelastic scattering process would
be welcomed. The fact that this is seen in nearly all of our interfaces suggests that
there is something fundamental about this energy loss during interfacial scattering,
and not simply an experimental artifact. In fact, we may have stumbled upon a
way to very delicately probe inelastic scattering processes in thin ﬁlms. This could
prove to be a very useful technique for studying the vibrational modes of molecular
systems embedded into metallic ﬁlms.CHAPTER 6
Eﬀects of Aluminum Oxide on Spin Transport
6.1 Introduction
Since there is much interest in using alumina for spintronic devices, it is important
to understand all of the eﬀects that this material has on spin transport. While our
experiments are not sensitive to tunneling (Chapter 5), nor enable us to measure
electrons below 0.5 V1, we can study how the formation of alumina eﬀects the
polarization of ballistic electrons. In this chapter I will show that when a ballistic
current transports through alumina, the polarization is lost. It is possible for this
type of ballistic current to be present in MTJs as a parasitic signal. One possibility
is that a ballistic current can transport through the barrier via extended channels,
or even tunnel to such states which extend to the other electrode, thus spending
some amount of time transporting through the alumina - electrode interface. Since
it will be shown that alumina reduces polarization by the same scattering process
discussed in Chapter 3, any material which causes scattering may reduce the per-
formance of spintronic devices. The could certainly be the case for ballistic devices
which contain nano-oxides.
1While high TMR has been observed in MTJ devices operating at low biases, it has been
known for quite some time that as the operating bias increases, the TMR decreases until it
eventually fades away around .5V [59].
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6.2 Polarization measurements with BEEM
6.2.1 Review of spin dependent attenuation in cobalt
In 2000, BEEM was used to measure the spin dependent attenuation length of hot
carriers in cobalt [49]. The results of this work indicate that for electrons with
energies 2 eV above the Fermi energy, the minority attenuation length (λ↓ = 8˚ A)
and the majority attenuation length (λ↑ = 21˚ A) are diﬀerent in Cobalt. The con-
sequence of this diﬀerence in attenuation length is magnetic contrast in BEEM
images. In regions where the magnetic moments are parallel, the collector cur-
rent (IC,P) is higher than in areas where the magnetic moments are anti-parallel
(IC,AP). Figure 6.1a shows schematically the contrast between aligned layers and
mis-aligned layers. The image in Figure 6.1b shows an example of this contrast in
a Co - Cu - Co trilayer. Magnetic contrast in Co systems is usually seen on the
scale of hundreds of nanometers. It is easy to verify whether contrast is magnetic
or not by simply applying an external ﬁeld. Saturating both layers is the easiest
way to accomplish this as one is guaranteed to place the sample into a state where
the entire BEEM image takes on the value of IC,P. This makes it easy to measure
and verify the value of IC,P.
A trickier task is to determine IC,AP exactly. In fact, there is no way to put
the sample in an anti-parallel state with 100% certainty. Instead, the strategy is
to place the sample into a mixed state and ﬁnd areas of minimum current. While
there is no way to prove these areas of minimum current are exactly anti-parallel,
it is assumed to be the case as it is often consistent with the calculated values of
IC,AP in spin valve samples. It nonetheless remains the major source of error in
these measurements.135
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Figure 6.1: (a) A schematic of ballistic electron magnetic microscopy. When bal-
listic electrons move through a ferromagnet the attenuation length of the hot car-
riers is spin dependent. The consequence of this is that when the electrons travel
through two ferromagnets separated by a spacer layer, the ﬁrst layer ﬁlters out the
electrons with the shorter attenuation length. This means that when the magnetic
layers are aligned, the current levels are higher than when they are not. (b) Images
of a Co / Cu / Co trilayer. The dark regions are regions where the moments of
the two layers are mis-aligned. The bright areas are regions where the two layers
are aligned.136
6.2.2 Cobalt in the polarizer - analyzer geometry
The magnetic contrast eﬀect seen in BEEM images of spin valve structures allows
us to think of the ﬁrst Co layer as a spin polarizer and the second layer as a spin
analyzer (Figure 6.2). The analogy with an optical polarizer - analyzer, where
one can gauge the relative angle of the two ﬁlms based on transmitted intensity,
works quite well. There is not a total quenching of the current, nor is the angle
of minimum current 90o, however thinking of the two Co layers in this manner is
quite useful. Speciﬁcally it is possible to write down the current that leaves the
ﬁrst layer and goes into the Cu spacer. Using the results from ref. [49] we can
write the polarization entering the spacer layer (Pin) as:
Pin =
e
−w
λ↑ − αe
−w
λ↓
e
−w
λ↑ + αe
−w
λ↓
(6.1)
Here w and α are the thickness of the ﬁrst cobalt ﬁlm and the interface trans-
mission term for the ﬁrst Co / Cu interface respectively. α and the corresponding
interface term for the second Co / Cu interface, β, can be found in either refer-
ence [49] or [34] and have a value of .68 and 1 respectively 2 One minor point of
the previous spin valve studies which we can exploit here is the the fact that the
level of magnetic contrast (
IC,P
IC,AP) is greatest when the two layers have the same
thickness. Maximizing the contrast makes the determination of parallel and anti-
parallel regions easier and therefore more reliable. Since Pin can be set by adjusting
ﬁlm thickness, the polarization out of the spacer layer, Pout, can be determined by
comparing IC,P and IC,AP using the following equation:
2As mentioned in [34] the second Co/Cu interface does not have any interface attenuation
eﬀects. This is due to the fact that electrons which pass through the ﬁrst Co/Cu interface have
already been selected. Therefore, only those electrons with momentum states that are accepted
in both Co and Cu arrive at the second interface.137
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Figure 6.2: It is convenient to think of the two magnetic ﬁlms as a polarizer and
an analyzer separated by a spacer. The polarizer sets the polarization going into
the spacer, and the analyzer measures the polarization coming out of the spacer.
This allows one to measure the eﬀects of the spacer on the spins.
Pout =
e
−w
λ↑ + βe
−w
λ↓
e
−w
λ↑ − βe
−w
λ↓
(
Ic,F − Ic,AF
Ic,P + Ic,AP
) (6.2)
Equations 6.1 and 6.2 allow us to then determine the eﬀect of the spacer layer
on polarization. If Pout < Pin then it is clear that the spacer layer had a spin
scattering eﬀect. In all of the work discussed in this chapter, 18 ˚ A of Co was
used in both ferromagnetic layers. This was done to give acceptable current levels,
along with reasonable magnetic contrast. The 18 ˚ A of Co ﬁxes the value of Pin at
71 %. As a control, the two Co layers can be separated with a Cu layer. Typically
35 to 50 ˚ A. The resulting measurements indicate that Pout = 71% proving that the
Cu this thin has no eﬀect on polarization. This is not a surprising result as the
spin diﬀusion length in copper is known to be well over 100 nm [60]. It is a good
indication that the polarizer analyzer geometry is a useful tool for examining the
spin scattering properties of spacer materials.138
6.3 Eﬀects of oxygen on polarization
6.3.1 Including aluminum and oxygen in the spacer layer
In order to test how transporting through the thin layers of oxidized Al eﬀects spin
we will begin by imbedding 10 ˚ A of Al in the middle of a 44 ˚ A Cu spacer layer.
Then, as controlled doses of oxygen are be administered prior to the deposition of
the top Cu and Co layers, the eﬀects of the forming alumina layer on spin transport
can be determined. Figure 6.3 shows the sample conﬁguration for the spin mixing
samples.
There are a few reasons why aluminum was imbedded into a Cu layer, rather
than simply growing the Al directly on the bottom Co lead and then growing the
top Co lead directly on top of the Al. The ﬁrst reason is due to the lack of contrast
in all of the MTJ samples. It is possible that shadowing during our sample growth
could result in ferromagnetic coupling of the two magnetic leads, therefore killing
all magnetic contrast in the BEEM images. This eﬀect is eliminated by making the
spacer thicker as has been shown before in spin valve samples. Secondly, the Co/Cu
interface terms in equations 6.1 and 6.2 could conceivably be diﬀerent for diﬀerent
interfaces. Instead of duplicating previous work [46, 49], it is simple enough to
duplicate the Co/Cu interface conﬁguration.
All of the samples in this chapter have the form depicted in Figure 6.3b. From
top to bottom the metal layers are Co 18˚ A/ Cu 22˚ A/ Al 10˚ A/ Cu 22˚ A/ Co 18˚ A/
Cu 12˚ A/ Au 75˚ A/ Si(111). The Cu / Au bi-layer on the bottom serves the same
function here as with the tunnel junction samples. Namely the seeding of Co
growth and the formation of a Schottky barrier for the Cu and Au respectively.
The center Al layer was exposed to varying doses of O2 prior to deposition of the
top Cu and Co leads139
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Figure 6.3: (a) The schematic for testing the eﬀects of alumina formation on spin
transport. A 10 ˚ A layer of Al, which experiences controlled doses of oxygen, is
embedded in a copper spacer layer separating two 18 ˚ A Co ﬁlms. (b) The BEEM
energy diagram for the same experiment.140
6.3.2 Extracting polarization information from images
Before I discuss the quantitative results of alumina formation on spin transport
I will begin by reporting qualitatively what happens. Figure 6.4 shows 800nm x
800nm BEEM images taken with Vt=-2V and It=1nA for three separate samples.
All samples have the form described above with oxygen doses of 0 (a and b), .075
mTorr · sec (c) and 30 mTorr · sec (d). The images in (b),(c), and (d) have been
fourier transformed and reconstructed after ﬁltering out signals with high spatial
frequency. For comparison, (a) is the unprocessed version of (b). The high spatial
frequency signal is not magnetic in nature [46] and makes it more challenging to
determine regions of parallel alignment and antiparallel alignment as the contrast
fades. The linear grayscale is 0-1 pA, black to white, for (b),(c) and (d). The
images show a fading of the contrast as the oxygen dose increases. Eventually,
once the barrier is fully formed (d), the image is void of any magnetic contrast.
There is a notable reduction in the average signal level as would be expected [18],
in addition to the reduction of the contrast. One may argue that the signal level
in (d) is so small that the blacked out image reveals nothing about the state of
magnetic signals in the sample. It is a simple matter to adjust the color scale to
verify the lack of contrast. Figure 6.5a shows the same image as in Figure 6.4d.
Below it, Figure 6.5b, the color scale has been ampliﬁed to 0-100fA, white to black.
The image clearly lacks any of the the long range magnetic contrast seen in Figures
6.4b and 6.4c. Further evidence that there is no magnetic contrast in these images
comes from the lack of response to an applied magnetic ﬁeld, both qualitatively in
the images as well as quantitatively in the signal levels.141
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Figure 6.4: BEEM images from samples whose Al received doses of 0 mTorr · sec
(b), 0.075 mTorr · sec (c) and 30 mTorr · sec (d). The images in (b),(c), and
(d) have been Fourier transformed and reconstructed after ﬁltering out the high
spatial frequency signals which are not magnetic in nature. For comparison, (a)
is the raw data for (b). The linear grayscale is 0-1 pA, black to white, for (b),(c)
and (d). The images show the fading of the large scale magnetic contrast as the
alumina forms. All data was taken with Vt=-2 V and It = 1 nA142
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Figure 6.5: The image in (a) is identical to the image in Figure 6.4d. For this low
signal level the color scale is not very revealing. In order to see more clearly that
there is no large scale magnetic signal, the greyscale was decreased to 0-100fA,
white to black. The small scale contrast seen in this images and others like it do
not change in magnetic ﬁeld.143
6.3.3 Eﬀects of oxygen dose on spin transport
The observation that contrast fades with oxygen dose is a nice way to qualitatively
see the eﬀect of alumina formation on spin transport. However, the equations
above let us go into the images and determine quantitatively what the polariza-
tion loss is as a function of oxygen dose. Figure 6.6 shows the eﬀects of oxygen dose
on the polarization leaving the spacing layer for 2V electrons. As stated above,
the 18 ˚ A thick Co top lead sets the polarization of ballistic electrons going into
the spacer at 71%. This is the polarization which is measured by the analyzer
layer if one looks at a sample with the Cu/Al/Cu spacer layer mentioned above
without an oxygen dose, or if the spacer is simply Cu and contains no Al. The
incorporation of even the slightest oxygen however, as an immediate impact on the
spin transport properties of the spacer layer. The ﬁrst two data points show an
output polarization of 52% and 45%. Using the sticking coeﬃcients measured by
Zhukov, Popova and Yates [61], this corresponds to 0.3 and 1 monolayers of oxide
respectively. By the time the oxide is fully formed at a dose of 30 mTorr · sec, all
spin information leaving the spacer layer is lost. This is not surprising given the
images in Figure 6.5.
It was shown before [18] that as the oxygen dose increases, the transmissivity
decreases. As seen in the last chapter this is explained by the introduction of
scattering centers and the onset of inelastic scattering which eﬀectively shifts the
threshold voltage. The loss of transmissivity is not any diﬀerent in these samples
and is directly correlated with the loss of polarization. Figure 6.7 shows a plot of the144
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Figure 6.6: Pout vs. oxygen dose. The plot qualitatively shows what was seen in
the images for the diﬀerent doses. There is a deﬁnite decrease in the polarization
of the ballistic electrons as the amount of oxygen content in the deposited Al ﬁlms
increases. The horizontal line at 71% indicates the polarization which enters the
spacer layer. This is also the polarization that is measured when the spacer layer
is entirely Cu or when the Al is not exposed to oxygen.
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Figure 6.7: Pout vs. the maximum current level at Vt=-2V for the samples contain-
ing Al. Although it could be inferred from Figure 6.6, this plot shows directly that
as the amount of scattering in the ﬁlm increase, both the amount of hot electrons
leaving the spacer layer and the polarization of the remaining electrons decreases.145
measured polarization out of the spacer layer as a function of maximum collector
current at 2V. The trend clearly indicates that with the onset of scattering comes
the loss of polarization. This suggests that the same mechanism which causes
scattering and loss of signal, also causes loss of polarization.
6.4 The origin of spin scattering
6.4.1 Inelastic scattering
As I stated above, it appears from Figure 6.5 that the same mechanism is respon-
sible for both the signal and polarization loss. In the last chapter it was shown
that the inelastic Auger-like scattering is responsible for the loss of signal and
shift in threshold during oxide formation. The result of this inelastic scattering
was observed not only during oxide formation but also in sBEEM measurements
on samples with abrupt changes in conductivity. This fact allows us to test the
hypothesis that the same mechanism responsible for scattering also causes loss of
polarization.
Since the sBEEM signal can only be created by a scattering process, we can
look at the sBEEM signal on samples with magnetic contrast to see if the polar-
ization loss is present. Figure 6.8 shows the BEEM and sBEEM signal taken over
regions of parallel alignment (solid line) and anti-parallel alignment (dashed line)
for the Cu / Al / Cu spacer sample with no oxygen dose. Even though the BEEM
signal shows clear contrast, the sBEEM signal shows no diﬀerence in signal level
for the two regions. Additionally both sBEEM signals shows the delayed turn-on
(Figure 6.9) indicating that the inelastic scattering processes are in place (marked
with the arrow).
Both the polarization vs. current (or dose) and the the sBEEM data lead146
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Figure 6.8: Positive and negative tip Ic vs. Vt for the Cu / Al / Cu spacer sample
with no oxygen dose taken above a region of parrallel alignment (solid line) and
anti-parallel alignment (dashed line). Even though the negative tip signals for
the two regions are clearly diﬀerent, the sBEEM signals are identical for the two
regions. This data was taken during a period when the old BEEM op-amp was
incorrectly calibrated. The true data should be higher by roughly a factor of 2.
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Figure 6.9: A blow up of the sBEEM data from Figure 6.8. The solid and dashed
lines lie right on top of each other. As with the metallic multilayers discussed in
Chapter 5, the inelastic scattering processes are in places. The arrow in the ﬁgure
designates the delayed turn-on.147
us to conclude that an inelastic scattering process is involved in removing the
polarization from the ballistic current. This should not be particularly surprising
considering the mechanisms in place. Figure 6.10 is a reproduction of Figure 3.2a.
The only diﬀerence is that now the electron and hole states are labelled with
spin along with momentum and energy. If we assume that the electron - electron
collisions are spin conserving the only constraint involving spin in the Auger-like
scattering process is that the electron which ﬁlls the initial hole (E0,k0,S0) must
have the same spin, hence S1 = S0. There is no restriction on S2 which will
have the same value as S. This means that the scattering process which creates
the electrons to be collected, randomizes the spin. This is not to say that the
spin is lost in any way shape or form. Summing over all spins will always yield
the same total spin, however it is a simple matter for the ballistic current to
be unpolarized. In the case of electron injections, the same arguments can be
made. Figure 6.11 shows the diagram for the case of electron injection. Here, one
does not expect polarization to be quenched with a single event. This is because
the injected electron (E0,k0,S0) loses energy in the collision but still maintains
its spin, therefore just like before S1 = S0. Likewise, there is no condition on
S2 and S, especially if the scattering occurs in a non-magnetic material such as
alumina. However since both the E1 and E2 electrons contribute to the BEEM
current the overall polarization is reduced. As the number of scattering events
increases and/or the contribution from the initial electron beam is quenched, the
polarization will become drowned out and eventually disappear once E1 < ΦB and
those electrons which had the initial spin information can no longer be collected.
This is supported by the data in Figure 6.6 and 6.7. As the amount of scattering
increases, the polarization of the collected current is washed out.
It should be noted that the spin ﬂux is not actually diminished, only the polar-148
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Figure 6.10: A reproduction of Figure 3.2a with the addition of labelling each
carrier with spin. If we assume that the electron - electron collisions are spin
conserving the only constraint involving spin in the Auger-like scattering process
is that the electron which ﬁlls the initial hole (E0,k0,S0) must have the same spin,
hence S1 = S0. There is no restriction on S2 which will have the same value as S.
This means that the scattering process which creates the electrons to be collected,
randomizes the spin.149
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Figure 6.11: For the case of electron injection, the polarization of the ballistic
current can also be reduced. Consider an injected electron (E0,k0,S0) which loses
energy in the collision but still maintains its spin. Like before S1 = S0 but there
is are no restrictions on S2 and S, especially if the scattering occurs in a non-
magnetic material such as alumina. However, since both the E1 and E2 electrons
contribute to the BEEM current the overall polarization is reduced. As the number
of scattering events increases and/or the contribution from the initial electron beam
is diminished, the polarization will become drowned out and eventually disappear
once E1 < ΦB and those electrons which had the initial spin information can no
longer be collected.150
ization of those electrons whose energy is greater than ΦB. This is consistent with
spin transfer measurements made on nanoscale MTJ that indicate no more current
is needed to switch the magnetic layers than a comparable spin valve structure [62]
6.4.2 Ruling out other eﬀects
The scattering mechanism described above reveals a very simple explanation for
the observed loss of polarization in BEEM and sBEEM signals that transport
through the alumina. If we want to pinpoint the inelastic scattering as the sole
source of the polarization loss, we must rule out other potential sources of spin
mixing.
A recent analytical scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) study
of the electronic structure of the thermally grown amorphous Al oxide in a MTJ
[50] found that the oxygen K-edge in the electron energy loss spectra (EELS) of
the amorphous oxide is quite broad with a tail that extends 4 - 5 eV below the
mid-point of the much sharper sapphire K-edge. This value is much lower that
would be expected from the band structure of sapphire ( 4eV) and indicates that
there are strong ( 1eV / ˚ A), randomly oriented electric ﬁelds in the oxide. The loss
of polarization of a ballistic electron beam as it moves through an amorphous oxide
thus might be explained by de-phasing due to diﬀerent ﬁeld directions, precession
frequencies, and thickness variations in the oxide. However, electrons transporting
through the 1nm of oxide in our measurements spend a very limited time (= 10−14
sec) in the oxide. Even in the presence of 1eV/ ˚ A electric ﬁelds, the eﬀective
magnetic ﬁeld seen by the electrons is two or more orders of magnitude too small
for any substantial spin precession during transit.151
6.5 Summary
The lack of magnetic contrast in BEEM measurements of MTJ systems was no-
ticed since the measurements began in April of 2000. For samples with a thin (∼1
nm) spacer layer it is quite possible that evaporation of ﬁlms through a shadow
mask resulted in the shorting of the two Co leads and hence they were always in
ferromagnetic alignment. That left the role of the alumina on spin transport as
an open and interesting question. By removing the possibility of ferromagnetic
coupling and studying the eﬀect of alumina formation on the polarization trans-
porting through the spacer, it was clearly shown that the alumina does dilute the
polarization of a ballistic current.
While large electric ﬁelds most certainly exist within the alumina, electrons do
not spend suﬃcient time in the spacer to have their spins mixed by precession.
Both polarization vs. current and sBEEM measurements have shown that this
eﬀect is easily explained by scattering of the carriers as they transport through the
spacer. This simple conclusion should not be surprising as rarely in nature does
the random scattering of carriers come without a cost to performance.CHAPTER 7
Summary
A principal lesson of this work, and one which is implicit in Chapter 5, is that all
parameter space should be explored in an experiment. It would have been easy
enough to have looked at the positive tip signal in tunnel junctions when we ﬁrst
began to study them about four years ago. That of course is in retrospect and
at the the time nothing was known about the inelastic scattering artifact. It is
impossible to tell what might have happened had we discovered early on that the
signal was virtually independent of bias direction. It is possible that it would have
ended the oxide studies early and none of this thesis would have been written.
One feature of BEEM that remained solid through our re-examination of the
technique was its outstanding spatial resolution. This meant that much of the early
work that was done on imaging pinholes was still valid. Additionally, so were the
surface science studies. With regard to the latter, the work in this thesis contains
much more information than what had been previously published. This is in part
because of space, but also because of the XPS studies done in our group between
now and then. With the two techniques, alumina formation is well characterized.
The images of chemisorbed oxygen clusters are as close to taking snapshots of
oxidation as one might ever expect to get. It would certainly be interesting to
image the dynamics of oxidation, but that is not something which can be achieved
through any modern technique.
The Ohio State data made us aware that our simple interpretation was in-
valid and the barrier height of alumina could no longer be measured with BEEM.
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However, in the end it forced us to examine not only the alumina more carefully,
but the technique of BEEM itself. None of the scattering work found in Chapter
3 would have existed if we did not measure sBEEM for alumina samples. The
necessity to have an accurate understanding of the scattering process lead me to
discover that the original Kaiser - Bell theory did not describe data correctly at
high bias. In turn, that lead me to the density of states correction to their theory.
Now, sBEEM data can be described with the same accuracy as BEEM data. So
while sBEEM was a source of great frustration for me, it may be possible to exploit
this eﬀect. In nearly all of the interfaces we studied, the scattering was observed to
be inelastic, indicating that sBEEM is sensitive to energy loss. For interfaces that
contain molecules, quantum dots or other features with resonant electron energies,
sBEEM may provide a way to directly probe their ability to absorb energy.
It turned out that our ﬁnal explanation of the uBEEM signal is rather simple.
There is inelastic scattering present, as is now believed to be common at interfaces,
and ballistic electrons do not transport through fully formed alumina without
scattering. This doesn’t mean other theories aren’t possible. The striking and
ubiquitous symmetry of our measurements is not something that comes naturally
from our explanation. A better theory would be one which predicts both the energy
dependence of the spectra, as well as the symmetry. It has been speculated by
P.W. Brouwer that the alumina acts to thermalize the distributions, and our ﬁnal
electron populations can be modelled by the Fermi distribution and an eﬀective
temperature. This helps explain the symmetry but does not accurately describe
the spectra.154
Finally, our knowledge of scattering makes the spin scattering result very
straightforward to explain. Originally we had many ideas as to what might be
causing the loss of polarization with alumina formation. Once the eﬀects of scat-
tering were understood, it was a simple matter to explain the observations.REFERENCES
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